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Lyric
At Lyric, you’ll be amazed, replenished, and inspired with must-see, must-hear live experiences. Through the timeless power of voice, acting that brings characters to life in triumph and tragedy, the splendor of a great orchestra and chorus—coupled with theater, dance, design, and truly magical stagecraft—Lyric is devoted to immersing audiences in worlds both familiar and unexpected, creating shared experiences that resonate long after the curtain comes down.
Welcome to your Lyric
Welcome to the Chicago premiere of *Fire Shut Up in My Bones*.

When this important new work—based on the memoir by *The New York Times* columnist Charles M. Blow—debuted at Opera Theatre of Saint Louis in 2019, many of us were there to see it come alive. We are proud to bring this moving, poignant, powerful, and deeply affecting new American opera from jazz luminary and composer Terence Blanchard and celebrated director, screenwriter, and librettist Kasi Lemmons to Chicago audiences.

Lyric has a renewed commitment to new and contemporary works that will be seen over many seasons to come. New work gives us the opportunity to share important untold stories that reflect our shared humanity, to engage some of the most exciting and diverse creative minds of our time, and to affirm the future of opera itself by rooting it in our relevant, contemporary world.

In upcoming seasons, Lyric will present:

- **The world premiere of *The Factotum***, by Will Liverman—Ryan Opera Center alumnus and star of *Fire Shut Up in My Bones*—and dynamic DJ/producer King Rico. *The Factotum*, inspired by *The Barber of Seville*, is a completely original work set in a Black barbershop on Chicago’s South Side. An irresistibly upbeat marriage of gospel, funk, rap, hip-hop, R&B and more, it redefine opera can be.

- **Proximity**, a trio of works commissioned by Lyric, directed by Yuval Sharon, and curated by our Special Projects Advisor Renée Fleming from three sets of composer/librettist teams. This gripping new work zooms in and out on issues that face us today as individuals, as communities, and as global citizens, in a single, thought-provoking performance experience.


- Two operas by the celebrated team of composer Missy Mazzoli and librettist Royce Vavrek: the North American premiere of *The Listeners*, based on the Jordan Tannahill novel about how far individuals will go to find a sense of place and purpose; and *Proving Up*, a powerfully supernatural story of Nebraska homesteaders in the 1870s, in a production by James Darrah that was originally to be presented in Lyric’s 2021/22 Season.

As we look forward to these new works with great anticipation, we remember that every time-honored masterpiece that we love today was originally brand new to audiences. How exciting it is to be a part of the creation of works that will live on and tell the stories of our times, our struggles, and our triumphs for opera audiences to experience for generations to come.

Thank you for being with us on this journey.

Opera Forever! Lyric Forever!
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Compared with most of the operatic canon, filled as it is with centuries-old compositions from old Europe, *Fire Shut Up in My Bones* is a mere toddler. But the work emblematizes a movement in the opera world, a fast shift toward bringing the new inside the grandest houses and onto the biggest stages.

That’s especially true here in the home of Lyric Opera of Chicago, where *Fire* takes its place in a growing line of young operas Lyric has helped bring to audiences. Prominent in that cadre is of course the grandly scaled *Bel Canto*, a Lyric commission whose 2015 premiere garnered international notice. *Dead Man Walking* was a riveting highlight of the pre-pandemic season, and today there are numerous projects actively in development. Lyric is recognizing the urgent nowness of our artistic moment, a time when the stories and issues confronting people outside the opera house should undeniably be let in.

“I believe opera is for everyone,” says Anthony Freud, Lyric’s General Director, President & CEO. “Lyric has an unswerving commitment to exploring the great works of the operatic repertoire, mining their power and relevance. But I understand that the heritage repertoire may not have obvious appeal to everyone. I want us to find and create new works that will both thrill the existing opera lover and intrigue and excite people who have never been in the building before.”

Chicago, a city always building, matches the impulse for new opera like train wheels fit their tracks, says Lyric’s Music Director, Enrique Mazzola. “It is part of Chicago’s DNA to advocate for the new,” he says. “Modern and contemporary art of every type has long been a vibrant part of the city—I find that unique in the world.”

*Seeing Ourselves: New Work at Lyric* by Graham Meyer

*Photo: Lyric Opera of Chicago*
Beginning with the 2019/20 season, Freud announced a bold initiative: to stage a contemporary, English-language opera on the mainstage every season. *Dead Man Walking* (2000), an adaptation of Sister Helen Prejean’s account of one man’s passage through death row, was the first. George Benjamin’s *Lessons in Love and Violence* (2018) succumbed to pandemic cancellations, making *Fire* the second installment to reach the stage.

Audiences see their worlds echoed in the new work. “I want the subject matters of operas in this series to resonate powerfully with contemporary communities,” Freud said during the run-up to the Lyric performances of *Dead Man Walking*. Just as Mozart’s contemporaries would see as relevant and topical the anti-aristocracy revolutionary attitudes underpinning *The Marriage of Figaro*, so too do we see the death penalty, the abuse of political power, or issues of sexuality today.

Behind the jazz, choreography, and flashbacks in *Fire* resides the classic operatic framework of the *Bildungsroman*—a story dealing with one person’s identity and development. *Fire* depicts recognizably modern-day characters, traveling through lives close to our own in time and space. The main character is based not only on a recognizable person, but one who is also still alive: Charles M. Blow, *The New York Times* columnist whose memoir provided the source material for the opera. “How often do we get a chance as performers to tell stories about people who are still with us?” says Will Liverman, the baritone who plays Charles.
Indeed the dynamic between character and living man led to some uncanny moments. Liverman and Blow met at a photo shoot to promote the opera, giving Liverman the rare opportunity to interact with and examine the inspiration for his character. He observed him to be a careful observer, appropriately enough.

Then the personas switched. “We did a talkback where I actually had to sing in front of him—Charles’s aria—which is so surreal to live in a character, and there is the person, right there,” Liverman says. “After the opening, one of his kids came up to me and said, ‘You did a great job portraying my father.’ When do we hear that after a show?”

In another opportunity available when a piece’s creator is still alive, Fire composer Terence Blanchard made changes to the score after the show’s premiere in St. Louis to adapt it to the new casts and larger houses it would see at Lyric and the Met. The work can still live and breathe with the principals available to adapt it, expanding or contracting according to the needs of the performers and the venues.

Liverman, an alumnus of Lyric’s Patrick G. and Shirley W. Ryan Opera Center, brings more new work to Lyric in the 2022/23 Season, as co-creator of The Factotum, a “soul opera” set in a South Side barbershop, based loosely on opera’s most famous barber, Figaro from The Barber of Seville. The DJ and producer King Rico is collaborating with Liverman to develop an upbeat show embracing wide-ranging musical styles, from R&B, rap, and gospel to traditional barbershop.

The approaching 2022/23 mainstage season also features a ground-breaking, tripartite project titled Proximity, putting on display some of the most important artists of our time: composer Daniel Bernard Roumain working with acclaimed playwright and actress Anna Deavere Smith as librettist, for Git Here; Caroline Shaw, as composer and co-librettist with Jocelyn Clarke for Four Portraits; and John Luther Adams, setting a text by the late poet John Haines for Night. Yuval Sharon oversees the project as director, his first with Lyric since the Götterdämmerung-in-a-parking-garage pandemic fantasy Twilight: Gods. Renée Fleming, Lyric’s Special Projects Advisor and a prime force behind the Bel Canto premiere, curated Proximity.
Lyric has also announced several other contemporary works in the production pipeline. *Omar* tells the story of Omar ibn Said, a real-life Islamic scholar from West Africa who was captured and enslaved in the United States in the early 19th century. The opera’s creative forces include Michael Abels, the film composer behind *Get Out* and *Us*, and the versatile musician and performer Rhiannon Giddens, founder of the Carolina Chocolate Drops and the recipient of a MacArthur “genius” grant.

And two works by Missy Mazzoli, a former Chicago Symphony Orchestra composer-in-residence, await their Lyric productions. *Proving Up*, a supernatural examination of the American dream (turned nightmare) among homesteaders in 19th-century Nebraska, would have premiered this past January but was postponed. Lyric plans to return to it in a future season. The other, *The Listeners*, concerns a community of people who can hear a hum in their hometown and are swept up by a charismatic, cult-like leader. Both works feature a libretto by Mazzoli’s frequent collaborator Royce Vavrek.

All of which adds up to a lot of art that Chicago hasn’t seen before—except, of course, in the parts of the new operas that mirror our modern lives. The new works may not have the no-need-to-read-the-synopsis familiarity of the old guard, but the odds are that some of them will populate the next generation of that canon.
The New York Times columnist Charles M. Blow’s widely acclaimed memoir is the source for this extremely moving story of his traumatic youth in Louisiana. What an amazing collection of talent — composer Terence Blanchard, one of the most influential figures in American jazz; librettist Kasi Lemmons, director of such remarkable films as Harriet and Eve’s Bayou; and a topflight cast including many of America’s most brilliant singing actors. Fire Shut Up in My Bones is an opera for today, revealing the Black experience in this country as few other operas have done.
Fire Shut Up in My Bones
You don’t need to be a world-class composer to help orchestrate a better future
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Fire Shut Up in My Bones

New Co-Production | Opera in three acts in English

Music by Terence Blanchard

Libretto by Kasi Lemmons based on the memoir by Charles M. Blow

CHARACTERS IN ORDER OF VOCAL APPEARANCE

Charles
Destiny/Loneliness/Greta
Billie
Char’es-Baby
Young William
Young Nathan
Young James
Young Robert
Uncle Paul
Foreman/Adult James
Chicken Plucker
Adult William
Ruby/Sinner
Spinner
Verna
Young Lovely
Chester
Bertha
Pastor/Kaboom
Adult Robert
Adult Nathan
Evelyn
A Pledge
Nash

Will Liverman**
Brittany Renee+
Latonia Moore+
Benjamin Preacely+
Charles-Curtis*
Oleode Oshotse*
Ejio Ogodo*
Kenneth La’Ron Hamilton+
Reginald Smith, Jr.
Norman Garrett
Martin Luther Clark*

Rehanna Thelwell+
Chauncey Packer+
Joelle Lamarre
Marguerite Jones+
Chris Kenney**
Leah Dexter+
Leroy Davis*
Calvin Griffin+
Lunga Eric Hallam*
Emily Mwila+
William Powell III
Darell Haynes+

Conductor
Co-Directors
Set Designer
Costume Designer
Lighting Designer
Projection Designer
Chorus Master
Original Choreographer
Revival Choreographer
Ballet Mistress
Wigmaster and Makeup Designer
Associate Director
Assistant Director
Stage Manager
Musical Preparation

Chorus Diction Coach
Intimacy Coordinator
Projected English Titles

Conductor

Daniela Candillari
James Robinson+
Camille A. Brown+
Allen Moyer+
Paul Tazewell
Christopher Akerlind
Greg Emetaz
Michael Black
Camille A. Brown+
Jay Staten+
August Tye
Sarah Hatten

Paula Suozzi
Melanie Bacaling
Hester Warren-Steijn
William Billingham
Noah Lindquist
Francesco Milioto
Eric Weimer
Phyllis Griffin
Jyreika Guest
The Metropolitan Opera

Dancers

Actors
Royce Jade*, Kevin Ray Johnson*, Joshua Moaney, Nolan Fizoires Robinson II*, Tristien Marcellous Winfree*

A co-production of Lyric Opera of Chicago, the Metropolitan Opera, and Los Angeles Opera. Commissioned by the Metropolitan Opera. Originally commissioned by Opera Theatre of Saint Louis, co-commissioned by Jazz Saint Louis.

First performed by Opera Theatre of Saint Louis on June 15, 2019.
First performed by Lyric Opera of Chicago on March 24, 2022.
+ Lyric debut
* Current Member, The Patrick G. and Shirley W. Ryan Opera Center
** Alumnus, The Patrick G. and Shirley W. Ryan Opera Center
Act one
Charles Blow, age 20, drives down a Louisiana backroad with a gun in the passenger seat. Destiny sings to him, calling him back to his childhood home. He begins reliving memories from his childhood.

Charles’s seven-year-old self, Char’es-Baby, talks to his mother, Billie. He is desperate for affection, but Billie is too frazzled to give him the validation that he craves. They are dirt poor. Billie works in a chicken factory, but she dreams of Char’es-Baby getting a good education and escaping their town. Her husband, Spinner, is a womanizing spendthrift. When she hears that he’s flirting with other women, she confronts him at gunpoint. Billie doesn’t shoot, but she tosses Spinner out. Billie and her five sons move in with Uncle Paul. Char’es-Baby dreams of a different life, collecting “treasure” from the junkyard while Loneliness sings to him. One day, his cousin Chester comes to visit. When Chester sexually abuses him, he is too horrified and ashamed to say anything. Adult Charles begins to weep as he recoils from these memories, while Destiny reminds him that there is no escape.

INTERMISSION

Act two
As Charles grows into a teenager, he is full of confusion and rage, and tormented by phantom terrors. He attends a church service in which the pastor is baptizing people, promising that God can wipe all sins clean. Charles decides to get baptized, but it fails to free him of his inner demons. Charles tries to talk to his brothers, but they refuse to engage in any “soft talk.” Loneliness reappears, promising to be his lifelong companion. Evelyn, a beautiful young girl, interrupts Charles’s reverie. Their chemistry is clear. Charles feels a new sense of independence and is finally ready to strike out on his own; Grambling State University has offered him a full scholarship. Billie is left alone to reflect on all that she has sacrificed for her family and wonders what might lie ahead.

Act three
At his college, Charles rushes a fraternity, where the brothers lead an elaborate and energetic step dance. Charles and the other pledges are hazed, but he stoically takes each indignity in stride: Pain is nothing new for him. Later, he goes to a frat party and meets an attractive young woman, Greta. They begin a passionate love affair. Charles eventually shares his awful secret with Greta, only to find out that she’s still seeing someone else. Charles is left alone again. He calls home, desperate to hear his mother’s voice. To his shock, Billie tells him that Chester has come back to visit. Charles instantly decides to return home to confront Chester, gun in hand.

Charles sits in his car on the dark road, contemplating the choice lying before him. Destiny starts to sing to him once again, seductively promising to stand by him through to the bloody end. As Charles reaches his childhood home, Char’es-Baby appears, urging him to leave his bitterness behind. Charles must decide whether to exact his revenge or begin his life anew.

Synopsis reprinted courtesy of Opera Theatre of Saint Louis.
Lyric Opera of Chicago

Artist profiles

TERENCE BLANCHARD | COMPOSER

Lyric debut

The celebrated American composer’s Fire Shut Up in My Bones premiered at Opera Theatre of Saint Louis in 2019 and was staged at the Metropolitan Opera in 2021, the first production by a Black composer in the company’s 136-year history. From his expansive work composing the scores for Spike Lee films ranging from the documentary 4 Little Girls to the epic Malcolm X, as well as his own discography of recordings such as A Tale of God’s Will (A Requiem for Katrina), the 2018 USA Fellow and six-time Grammy-winning trumpeter/composer has been a consistent artistic force for making powerful musical statements concerning painful American tragedies—past and present. A brilliant trumpeter, Blanchard started his career in 1982 as a member of the Lionel Hampton Orchestra, then The Jazz Messengers. He has composed more than 40 film scores and performed on more than fifty. He has been nominated for two Academy Awards and has won six Grammy Awards from 14 nominations. In 2019 he was named Endowed Chair in Jazz Studies at UCLA.

KASI LEMMONS | LIBRETTIST

Lyric debut

A St. Louis native, renowned as both actress and film director, Lemmons made her acting debut in the television movie 11th Victim (1979). She has appeared extensively on television, and in such films as School Daze, Vampire’s Kiss, and The Silence of the Lambs. In 1997, Lemmons wrote and directed the award-winning Eve’s Bayou, the highest-grossing independent film in 1997. In 2002 she conceived and helmed the tribute to Sidney Poitier for the 74th annual Academy Awards show. In 2007, she directed Talk to Me, with Don Cheadle, receiving the NAACP Image Award for Outstanding Directing in a Motion Picture. Lemmons adapted the Broadway musical Black Nativity and filmed it in 2013. Her 2019 film Harriet, a biographical film about Harriet Tubman, starring Cynthia Erivo, premiered at the Toronto International Film Festival. For the past 14 years Lemmons has been a board member of Film Independent and has contributed to Film Independent’s Filmmaker Labs as a speaker and moderator.

LATONIA MOORE | BILLIE

Lyric debut

The American soprano sang the role of Billie in the Metropolitan Opera premiere of Fire Shut Up in My Bones. She previously starred as Tosca at Washington National Opera, Austin Opera, Opera Australia, and the Opéra de Rouen. She made a triumphant Metropolitan Opera debut in March 2012 as Aida, and has subsequently sung that role with 12 other companies (among them London’s Royal Opera House, the Zurich Opera House, and Opera Australia), as well as with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra at Ravinia. She returned to the Met in 2019/20, as Serena/Porgy and Bess (HD transmission), which she has also sung at English National Opera and the Dutch National Opera. Additional operatic highlights include the title role/Madama Butterfly (Met, Hamburg State Opera), Liù/Turandot (Royal Opera House), Elisabetta/Don Carlo (Opera Australia), and Desdemona/Otello (Bergen National Opera). She has also been featured with Opera Orchestra of New York in L’arlesiana and Edgar, and she has sung Gershwin’s Bess with the Berlin Philharmonic under Sir Simon Rattle. Moore can be heard on CD as Lady Macbeth/Macbeth and in Mahler’s Symphony No. 2.

BRITTANY RENEE | DESTINY, LONELINESS, GRETA

Lyric debut

The soprano made her debut at the Metropolitan Opera as Evelyn in Fire Shut Up in My Bones. She appeared as Annie in the Met’s Porgy & Bess, which won Best Opera Recording at the 63rd annual Grammy Awards, and made her Carnegie Hall debut as the soprano soloist in Handel’s Messiah with Musica Sacra Chorus & Orchestra. She has appeared at Opera Orlando (Micaëla/Carmen) and Teatro Regio Torino (Bess/Porgy & Bess). She has performed with Opera San Jose, Knoxville Opera, Florida Grand Opera, Salt Marsh Opera, Piedmont Opera, Chautauqua Opera, Crested Butte Music Festival, The Handel Choir of Baltimore, Opera Theatre of the Rockies, and the Greensboro Symphony Orchestra. International debuts have included performances at the Semperoper Dresden; The Charles Bronfman Auditorium in Tel Aviv, Israel; the Teatro Petruzzelli in Bari, Italy; The Magnetic Opera Festival in Elba, Italy; and Opera on the Avalon in Canada.
WILL LIVERMAN | CHARLES
Previously at Lyric: Nine roles since 2012/13, most recently Dizzy Gillespie/Charlie Parker’s Yardbird (2016/17); Lawyer Frazier/Porgy and Bess (2014/15).

The baritone, a Ryan Opera Center alumnus, starred in the Metropolitan Opera premiere of Fire Shut Up In My Bones in fall 2021, in addition to reprising Horemhab/Akhenaten and Papageno/The Magic Flute during the Met’s 2021/22 season. Liverman’s new opera, The Factotum, written together with DJ/recording artist King Rico, will premiere in Lyric Opera of Chicago’s 2022/23 season. In addition to Malcolm Fleet/Nico Muhly’s Marnie at the Met, other recent engagements include productions with the major companies of Philadelphia, Santa Fe, Dallas, Denver, and Tulsa. Liverman created Dizzy Gillespie/Charlie Parker’s Yardbird with Opera Philadelphia, reprised with English National Opera, Lyric, Madison Opera, and at New York’s Apollo Theater. He has earned great acclaim, including a Grammy nomination, for the release of his first CD, Dreams of a New Day—Songs by Black Composers. Liverman has received the Marian Anderson Vocal Award, a Richard Tucker Career Grant, and the Sphinx Medal of Excellence. Will Liverman is sponsored by Mary Stowell.

BENJAMIN PREACELY | CHAR’ES-BABY
Lyric debut

Preacely is a fifth grade vocal major at the School for the Creative and Performing Arts (SCAPA) in Lexington, Kentucky, where he lives with his parents and two brothers. Recent credits include Matilda (Bruce), Once on This Island (Daniel’s son), and the University of Kentucky Department of Opera productions of Grand Night for Singing (featured soloist), Show Boat (child), Suor Angelica (child), and Bounce: The Basketball Opera (child). In 2022, Benjamin received the Distinguished Award for Elementary Solo Voice in the Kentucky Music Educators Association (KMEA) performance assessment, and was also selected as a 2022 KMEA All-State Musician & Vocalist.

CHAUNCEY PACKER | SPINNER
Lyric debut

The American tenor, a native of southern Alabama, sang the role of Spinner in the Metropolitan Opera premiere of Fire Shut Up In My Bones. His first performances there came during the 2019/20 season, when he appeared in Porgy and Bess as Sportin’ Life, Robbins, and the Crab Man. He has also recently appeared as tenor soloist in the Mozart Requiem with the Colour of Music Festival; sung in concert with the Saint-George International Music Festival and the Harrisburg Symphony; reprised Sportin’ Life with New York Harlem’s Porgy and Bess at the Teatro Regio in Turin, Italy; and appeared at Soo Theatre Project in Michigan (Pinkerton/Madama Butterfly) and Chautauqua Opera (Cavaradossi/Tosca, Jo the Loiterer/The Mother of Us All). His portrayal of Sportin’ Life has earned acclaim at La Scala, Paris’s Opéra Comique, and in Tulsa, Atlanta, Birmingham, and San Francisco (released on DVD). Packer has also appeared with the major companies of Nashville, Grand Rapids, Des Moines, and New Orleans, among many others.

CHRIS KENNEY | CHESTER
Previously at Lyric: Five roles since 2018/19, most recently Official Registrar/Madama Butterfly and Motorcycle Cop/Dead Man Walking (both 2019/20).

The American baritone, a Ryan Opera Center alumnus, sang the role of Chester in the Metropolitan Opera premiere of Fire Shut Up In My Bones. He debuted with Michigan Opera Theatre in 2019/20 as Silvio/Pagliacci and made his New York City concert debut singing Bach cantatas with Leonard Slatkin and the American Symphony Orchestra at Lincoln Center’s Alice Tully Hall. He has also appeared with the Seattle Symphony as the Guide/Bernstein’s Wonderful Town, and as Bob/Menotti’s The Old Maid and the Thief with the Grant Park Music Festival. He presented a series of songs with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra to celebrate the 100th Anniversary of the Armistice that ended World War I. Kenney is a former member of the Washington National Opera’s young-artist program. While there, he portrayed Figaro/The Barber of Seville and also appeared in The Little Prince and Missy Mazzoli’s Proving Up (world premiere) for WNO’s mainstage season at the Kennedy Center. He was also a featured soloist in Bernstein’s Songfest with the National Symphony Orchestra.
REGINALD SMITH, JR. | UNCLE PAUL
Previously at Lyric: Senator Charles Potter, General Arlie, Bartender/Fellow Travelers (2017/18).

The baritone, a native of Atlanta, Ga., makes debuts this season with the San Diego Opera (Don Alfonso/Cosi fan tutte) and with Charleston’s Holy City Arts and Lyric Opera (Germont/La traviata). Recent appearances include the Atlanta Opera (Tonio/Pagliacci), Cincinnati Opera (Don Bartolo/Il barbiere di Siviglia), the Metropolitan Opera (Jim/Porgy and Bess), and Houston Grand Opera (Amonasro/Aida). Smith, Jr. has appeared as Jake in Porgy and Bess with Cincinnati Opera, Sharpless in Madama Butterfly with Opera Memphis, Amonasro in Aida with Opera Idaho, and as Amonasro in Aida with Opera Hong Kong. He made his Lincoln Center debut as the bass soloist for Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9 with the National Chorale.

MARTIN LUTHER CLARK | CHICKEN PLUCKER / ADULT WILLIAM

Second-year Ryan Opera Center tenor Martin Luther Clark recently completed his studies at the Curtis Institute of Music, receiving a master’s degree in opera. His performances there included the roles of First Sailor/Dido and Aeneas, Tobias Ragg/Sweeney Todd, and Don Ottavio/Don Giovanni. Also on the East Coast he sang in concert with Russian Opera Workshop both Vaudemont/Iolanta and King Charles/The Maid of Orleans during their 2019 summer season. A year earlier, he was heard as an Apprentice Artist at Central City Opera and as tenor soloist at the Library of Congress, where he sang both published and unpublished works of Leonard Bernstein as part of the composer’s centennial celebration. Other appearances include Lyric Opera of Kansas City as a Resident Artist, University of North Texas Opera in numerous roles and galas, The Dallas Opera, Charlottesville Opera, Opera in Concert, Opera North, and Wolf Trap Opera. Martin Luther Clark is sponsored by the Robert and Isabelle Bass Foundation, Inc., David and Janet Fox, and Richard O. Ryan.

LUNGA ERIC HALLAM | ADULT NATHAN

Second-year Ryan Opera Center tenor Lunga Eric Hallam is from Khayelitsha, South Africa. There, he founded a nonprofit organization called Phenomenal Opera Voices. He received his diploma and postgraduate (with honors) degrees in music training from the University of Cape Town College of Music. Recent engagements as a Young Artist at Cape Town Opera include Tebaldo/I Capuleti e i Montecchi, Edgardo/Lucia di Lammermoor, and Roberto/Maria Stuarda, as well as Ramiro/ La Cenerentola at Cape Town Conservatory. He was featured as part of the 2017 Harare International Festival of the Arts in Zimbabwe. Hallam competed as a semifinalist in the 2019 Neue Stimmen International Singing Competition and the 2019 Voice of South Africa International Singing Competition. Chicago appearances include the Harris Theater’s Beyond the Aria series alongside Joyce DiDonato. Lunga Eric Hallam is sponsored by The Ford, Mages, and Boykins Families; Richard W. Shepro and Lindsay E. Roberts; and Ms. Gay K. Stanek.

NORMAN GARRETT | FOREMAN / ADULT JAMES
Previously at Lyric: Jake/Porgy and Bess (2014/15).

In the 2021/22 season, the baritone makes his debut at Seattle Opera as the Count in Le nozze di Figaro. At the Metropolitan Opera, he appeared as the Foreman/Adult James in Fire Shut Up in My Bones, and as Jim in Porgy and Bess. He sang Jake in Porgy and Bess with the NDR Elbphilharmonie Orchestra, on tour at both the Lucerne Festival and the Schleswig-Holstein Musik Festival, with conductor Alan Gilbert. In the 2020/21 season, Garrett made his house debut at Theater an der Wien as Crown in Porgy and Bess, made his role debut as the title role in Don Giovanni at Dayton Opera, and sang Escamillo in Carmen at Opera Orlando. He has appeared at Houston Grand Opera (Riolobo/Florencia en el Amazonas), Washington National Opera (Lieutenant Gordon/Silent Night) and the Bayerische Staatsoper (Larkins/La fanciulla del West).
**CALVIN GRIFFIN | ADULT ROBERT**  
Lyric debut

The bass-baritone made his Metropolitan Opera debut as Adult Robert in *Fire Shut Up in My Bones*. Also this season, Griffin returns to Wolf Trap Opera (Death/Sâvîtrî) and Opera Columbus (Tommy/Fellow Travelers), and will debut with Spoleto Festival as Colline in *La bohème*. In the 2020/21 season, he returned to The Atlanta Opera as Dancairo in *Carmen*, and made his Opera Theatre of Saint Louis debut as Simone in *Gianni Schicchi* and the Narrator in *On the Battlefield of Broken Hearts*. His 2019/20 season included the title role in *Le nozze di Figaro* with Florentine Opera, and Brühlmann in *Werther* in his Metropolitan Opera debut. He has appeared also with Florida Grand Opera, Minnesota Opera, Wolf Trap Opera, Atlanta Opera, and Opera Birmingham. In 2017, Griffin returned to the Glimmerglass Festival as Elviro in Xerxes and the Undertaker in *Porgy and Bess*.

**LEROY DAVIS | PASTOR / KABOOM**  
Previously at Lyric: Jailer/Tosca, and Sunday in the Park with Lyric’s Rising Stars (both 2021/22)

Baritone Leroy Davis is a second-year member of the Ryan Opera Center. Recent company debuts include Lincoln Center Theater as George Armstrong in the world premiere of *Intimate Apparel*; Opera Theatre of Saint Louis as Pastor; Layabout Man, James, Kaboom/Fire Shut Up in My Bones (world premiere) as a Gerdtine Young Artist; the Phoenixia Festival as Belcore/The Elixir of Love; Boston Opera Collaborative as Leporello/Don Giovanni; and Odyssey Opera as Ernesto Malcom/Maria, regina d’Inghilterra. Davis was also seen as the Forester/The Cunning Little Vixen, Hannah Before/As One, Joe St. George/Dolores Claiborne, and Pablo Picasso/After Life at Boston University’s Opera Institute. Other credits include Maximilian/Candide as an Apprentice Artist with Chautauqua Opera; Aeneas and Adonis/Dido and Aeneas, Papageno/The Magic Flute, Fiorello/The Barber of Seville, and Maitre D’ and Farley/Sister Carrie (world premiere and recording) as a Studio Artist at Florentine Opera; the Mandarin and Ping/Turandot with Shreveport Opera; and bass soloist for Bruckner’s Te Deum with the Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra. Leroy Davis is sponsored by the Elizabeth F. Cheney Foundation.

**EMILY MWILA | EVELYN**  
Lyric debut

The soprano recently completed her graduate studies at Mannes School of Music in New York, receiving a Master of Music and Professional Studies Diploma in Voice. In 2021, she appeared in the chorus of *Porgy and Bess* at The Metropolitan Opera. She made her operatic debut in New Zealand at Eternity Opera (Zerlina/Don Giovanni), and other roles include Susanna/Le Nozze di Figaro, Mae Jones/Street Scene, and Euridice/Orfeo ed Euridice. Later this season she will perform in the ensemble with Detroit Opera and Omaha Opera for productions of *X: The Life and Times of Malcolm X* by Anthony Davis.

**REHANNA THELWELL | RUBY / SINNER**  
Lyric debut

In 2019, Thelwell appeared at Opera Theatre of Saint Louis as Giovanna in *Rigoletto* and Ruby in *Fire Shut Up in My Bones*. The New Jersey native returned to the Cafritz Young Artist program of Washington National Opera for their 2020/21 season, where she had previously appeared as Third Lady in the Young Artist production of *The Magic Flute* as well as Conchetta in the American Opera Initiative new work, *Night Trip*. She has appeared with the National Symphony Orchestra, Washington National Opera, and Madison Opera, and made her her mainstage debut with Opera Theatre of Saint Louis as Aunt Lou in *Highway 1, U.S.A.*

**OLEODE OSHOTSE | YOUNG NATHAN**  
Lyric debut

The Houston, Texas, native appeared as Young Nathan in *Fire Shut Up in My Bones* at the Metropolitan Opera. He has appeared in productions at Stages Repertory Theatre, at Houston’s The Queensbury Theatre, and at The Barter Theatre in Abingdon, Virginia. At The Arts Center of Coastal Carolina, he recently appeared in *The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time*. 
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**CHARLES-CURTIS | YOUNG WILLIAM**
Lyric debut

The Michigan-born performer’s TV credits include *The First* on YouTube and *True Powers* on BET. Theater credits include *Ruined* and *The Brother Size*. He received his BFA from Western Michigan University.

**EJIRO OGODO | YOUNG JAMES**
Lyric debut

The Brooklyn-based performer started acting in the 5th grade, where he appeared as Tybalt in *Romeo and Juliet*. He has trained at Broadway for All’s Summer Youth Conservatory for several years, and has been studying at the Susan Batson Studio while attending college. His credits include shows at Playwrights Horizon, Joe’s Pub, and The Sheen Center as well as the Metropolitan Opera.

**KENNETH LA’RON HAMILTON | YOUNG ROBERT**
Lyric debut

Kenny is originally from the greater Cincinnati area and studied theater at the University of Kentucky. He has performed with the American Shakespeare Center, American Players Theatre, the Cincinnati Shakespeare Company and Nashville Shakespeare Festival.

**DARIUS BARNES | DANCER**
Lyric debut

The dancer appeared in *Fire Shut Up in My Bones* at the Metropolitan Opera, and has six Broadway credits including *Mean Girls* and the 2019 revival of *Kiss Me, Kate*. A former member of New York City Ballet, he has danced with the Suzanne Farrell Ballet and The Dance Theatre of Harlem. Darius produced the inaugural Antonyo Awards on YouTube in collaboration with Broadway Black and the Black Theatre Society. He is the Associate Choreographer of *Kimberly Akinbo* at the Atlantic Theater and was Assistant Choreographer for *MJ the Musical*.

**CHRISTIAN PARIS BLUE | DANCER**
Lyric debut

Blue appeared at The Metropolitan Opera in *Fire Shut Up In My Bones*. His other performance credits include *Nascimento, Boiling Point, The 4 Temperaments, Na Floresta, Esplanade, Clytemnestra*, and *Megalopolis*. He earned his BFA at the University of Arizona School of Dance in his home state.

**RHAAMELL BURKE-MISSOURI | DANCER**
Lyric debut


**MIKHAEL CALLISTE | DANCER**
Lyric debut

The dancer, a native of Trinidad and Tobago, began his training in New York and received a BFA in Dance in 2018 from The University of the Arts in Philadelphia. He appeared in the Metropolitan Opera’s production of *Fire Shut Up in My Bones* (2021), and was a solo artist with the Seattle Opera for its production of *Charlie Parker’s Yardbird* (2020). From 2018 to 2021, he was a company member with Spectrum Dance Theater.

**MARCUS HARDY | DANCER**
Lyric debut

After receiving his BFA in Dance Performance from East Carolina University, Hardy joined the Inside Chicago Dance company, where he spent five years. He has performed as a guest artist with SueMo Dance Company, Waterstreet Dance Company, and Chicago Dance Crash.

**CHRISTOPHER FIGARO JACKSON | DANCER**
Lyric debut

The Maywood, Illinois native’s recent credits include *Fire Shut Up In My Bones* at the Metropolitan Opera, where he also danced in and served as assistant choreographer for *Porgy & Bess*. He will appear in the Met’s forthcoming *X, The Life and Times of Malcolm X*. His dance credits include Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater, Aliley II, Camille A. Brown & Dancers, Elisa Monte, River North Dance Chicago, New Jersey Dance Theater, and the Victory Dance Project. Jackson is an Adjunct Professor of Dance at NYU and has taught at Spelman College, Montclair State University, Roosevelt University, The Ailey School, Dance Theatre of Harlem, American Ballet Theatre (JKO school), The Joffrey School, Harlem School of the Arts, Ballet Tech, and the American Dance Academy.
OLIVIER MEDUS | DANCER

Lyric debut

In 2019, Medus made his Metropolitan Opera debut in the company’s production of Porgy and Bess. He began his dance training at the Conservatory of Music, Dance and Theatre of French Guiana, and later trained at The Ailey School in New York City. He began his career as a member of Ailey II, with whom he toured nationally and internationally. He was among the dancers chosen to perform with Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater during their New York seasons at Lincoln Center and City Center. He is a full-time instructor for the professional and junior division faculty at The Ailey School.

MICKEY NIX | DANCER

Lyric debut

The dancer’s regional credits include Dreamgirls, Aida, A Raisin in the Sun, Ruined, James and the Giant Peach, Mahalia the Musical, After Midnight, The Wiz and Saturday Night Fever. Mickey’s film and television credits include Get On Up and Complexions.

ERIC PARRA | DANCER

Lyric debut

Parra’s recent performances include Fire Shut Up in My Bones at the Metropolitan Opera and Awaited at the Arnoff Center for the Arts. He has danced for Limón Dance Company, Carolyn Dorfman Dance, Earl Mosley’s Diversity of Dance, Von Howard Project, and Doug Elkins Choreography. Most recently he has served as a teaching artist for the José Limón Dance Foundation, NJPAC, and Earl Mosley’s Institute of the Arts. In 2020, he and his cousin Erica Kika Parra co-founded Parra La Gente, a project company designed to celebrate Afro-Colombian heritage through music and dance. Eric is currently in his first season with Camille A. Brown & Dancers.

JUDE M. PERRY-EVANS | DANCER

Lyric debut

Perry-Evans was featured in Harlem Opera Theater’s 100th Anniversary Presentation of Shuffle Along. He is a featured dancer in the Uprooted: The Journey of Jazz Dance documentary and Hai King The Musical and was featured as the principal dancer in the Queens College Opera production of The Image Maker. Perry-Evans has also appeared in such productions as Dance Africa at the Brooklyn Academy of Music (BAM) and Voices of Congo Square in his hometown of New Orleans. He has performed with De La Soul Dance Company, Forces of Nature Dance Theatre, Long Island Ballet Theater, Sekou Miller Dance Company, Alpha Omega Theatrical Dance Company, The Workshop Theater, Balance Dance Theatre, and was a founding member of Urban Souls Dance Theater in Houston. He is currently on faculty for both the Dance and Musical Theater departments at The Harlem School of the Arts (HSA).

VOLTAIRE WADE-GREENE | DANCER

Lyric debut

Voltaire Wade-Greene appeared recently at the Metropolitan Opera in Fire Shut Up in My Bones and The Magic Flute. The California native’s Broadway credits include Hamilton, and Jesus Christ Superstar, and he appeared in The Wiz (The Muny) and Hairspray (Dallas Theater Center). He also served as the resident choreographer for the first national tour of Hamilton and supervisor for Hamilton in Chicago. Regional performances include In the Heights, A Chorus Line, Annie Get Your Gun, and Some Like It Hot.

MARCUS WILLIAMS | DANCER

Lyric debut

The dancer is a previous company member with Ailey II, Philadelphia Dance Company (Philadanco), The Phantom of the Opera World Tour (Asia), and Fire Shut Up in My Bones at the Metropolitan Opera. He was part of the Emmy-winning production The Let Go at the Park Avenue Armory in 2018, and has performed in Debbie Allen’s Hot Chocolate Nutcracker. He has taught at Dance Theatre of Harlem, Ailey Extension, I.M. Terrell Academy, UArts (Philadelphia), Ailey II, and IABD (International Association of Blacks in Dance). Also a choreographer, Mr. Williams has choreographed works for Lincoln Center, Ailey II, and Global Harmony (The Ailey School).
The much-acclaimed conductor made her Metropolitan Opera debut earlier this season conducting a performance of *Eurydice* by Matthew Aucoin. Her 2019/20 season featured several important debuts, including the world premiere of Hannah Lash’s *Desire* at New York City’s Miller Theatre; her New York Philharmonic debut conducting Thomson’s *The Mother of Us All* at The Metropolitan Museum of Art; and her mainstage debut at Arizona Opera in November conducting *Fellow Travelers*, which she led previously at Lyric and The Minnesota Opera. Following her acclaimed performances of Acquania with the PROTOTYPE Festival, Candillari returned for Rev. 23. She spent the summer of 2019 conducting the West Coast premiere of Jennifer Higdon’s *Cold Mountain* at the Music Academy of the West and returned to the Manhattan School of Music in April for performances of Martha. Recent engagements include her debut with Opera Philadelphia in a new production of Rene Orth’s *Empty the House*; her Boston conducting debut in the world premiere of *PermaDeath*; and her Asian debut in Hong Kong conducting Du Yun’s Pulitzer-Prize-winning opera *Angel’s Bone*.

**JAMES ROBINSON | CO-DIRECTOR**

In 2009 the American director became Artistic Director of Opera Theatre of Saint Louis, where he has directed such productions as *Nixon in China*, *The Death of Klinghoffer*, *Street Scene*, *Miss Havisham’s Fire*, *The Golden Ticket*, *La traviata*, *Alice in Wonderland*, *Champion*, and “27”. He directed the world premiere of *Fire Shut Up in My Bones* at Opera Theatre of St. Louis and the production of it at the Metropolitan Opera which Lyric has coproduced. He has created new productions for the Metropolitan Opera, New York City Opera, and the major houses of Seattle, Houston, San Diego, San Francisco, Dallas, and Santa Fe, as well as for the Baltimore Symphony, Hollywood Bowl, and Minnesota Orchestra. Internationally, he has mounted new productions for the Canadian Opera Company, Royal Swedish Opera, Welsh National Opera, Opera Australia, the Wexford Festival, and the London Symphony Orchestra. Recent productions include *Porgy and Bess* (Met), *Champion* (Washington National Opera), *Vanessa* (The Santa Fe Opera), *Dolores Claiborne* (San Francisco Opera, world premiere), *Nixon in China* (San Diego Opera), *Eugene Onegin* (Seoul Arts Center), and *Dr. Sun Yat-sen* (The Santa Fe Opera, American premiere).

**DANIELA CANDILLARI | CONDUCTOR**


The much-acclaimed conductor made her Metropolitan Opera debut earlier this season conducting a performance of *Eurydice* by Matthew Aucoin. Her 2019/20 season featured several important debuts, including the world premiere of Hannah Lash’s *Desire* at New York City’s Miller Theatre; her New York Philharmonic debut conducting Thomson’s *The Mother of us All* at The Metropolitan Museum of Art; and her mainstage debut at Arizona Opera in November conducting *Fellow Travelers*, which she led previously at Lyric and The Minnesota Opera. Following her acclaimed performances of Acquania with the PROTOTYPE Festival, Candillari returned for Rev. 23. She spent the summer of 2019 conducting the West Coast premiere of Jennifer Higdon’s *Cold Mountain* at the Music Academy of the West and returned to the Manhattan School of Music in April for performances of Martha. Recent engagements include her debut with Opera Philadelphia in a new production of Rene Orth’s *Empty the House*; her Boston conducting debut in the world premiere of *PermaDeath*; and her Asian debut in Hong Kong conducting Du Yun’s Pulitzer-Prize-winning opera *Angel’s Bone*.

**CAMILLE A. BROWN | CO-DIRECTOR AND ORIGINAL CHOREOGRAPHER**

Lyric debut

The choreographer, Artistic Director of Camille A. Brown & Dancers, was co-director of the Metropolitan Opera premiere of *Fire Shut Up in My Bones*. She is reclaiming the cultural narratives of African American identity by tapping into both ancestral stories and contemporary cultures. Among her numerous honors are a Guggenheim Award, a Bessie Award, a Dance Magazine award, and Tony, Drama Desk, and Lucille Lortel Award nominations. Broadway, Off-Broadway, and television credits include *Choir Boy*, *Once On This Island*, *Jesus Christ Superstar Live on NBC*, Broadway’s *A Streetcar Named Desire*, and *Much Ado About Nothing*, among many other productions. Brown, who choreographed the Metropolitan Opera’s *Porgy and Bess*, made her feature-film debut in *Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom* (Netflix). She will direct the Broadway revival of *for colored girls who have considered suicide/when the rainbow is enuf*, and *Ain’t Misbehavin’* at Westport Country Playhouse.

**ALLEN MOYER | SET DESIGNER**

Lyric debut

Among the distinguished designer’s recent Broadway credits are *The Lyons*, *Lysistrata Jones*, *After Miss Julie*, *Grey Gardens* (Tony and Drama Desk Award nominations, Henry Hewes Award), *Thurgood*, *The Little Dog Laughed*, *The Constant Wife*, and *Twelve Angry Men*. He has designed many off-Broadway productions and both *Carousel* and *Show Boat* for the New York Philharmonic. Moyer has also been resident scenic designer for the Encores! series at New York City Center since 2017, and has designed for every major regional theater nationwide. His extensive opera credits include productions for the Metropolitan Opera, the Brooklyn Academy of Music, New York City Opera, and the major companies of Houston, Dallas, Toronto, St. Louis, Washington, Seattle, and Santa Fe, as well as London’s English National Opera and the Tanglewood, Wexford, and Glimmerglass Festivals, among many other companies. His work in dance includes productions for San Francisco Ballet and the Mark Morris Dance Group. He received an Obie Award for sustained excellence in 2006.
PAUL TAZEWELL | COSTUME DESIGNER
Previously at Lyric: Porgy and Bess (2014/15, 2008/09); Show Boat (2011/12).

The renowned costume designer began his Broadway career with the groundbreaking musical, *Bring in ‘Da Noise, Bring in ‘Da Funk*. Most recently, he is known for his work with Lin-Manuel Miranda’s Tony-winning original Broadway productions of *Hamilton* (Tony Award) and *In the Heights*. Other Broadway credits include *Ain’t Too Proud, The Color Purple, Doctor Zhivago, Memphis, Caroline, or Change, Elaine Stritch at Liberty, Russell Simmons’s Def Poetry Jam, Lombardi, and Magic/ Bird*. Revival work includes Side Show, A Streetcar Named Desire, Jesus Christ Superstar, Guys and Dolls, A Raisin in the Sun, and On the Town. Tazewell has designed for the Metropolitan Opera, Houston Grand Opera, San Francisco Opera, Kennedy Center, Public Theater, Guthrie Theatre, and Arena Stage, the Bolshoi Ballet, English National Opera, and Paris’s Théâtre du Châtelet. Film credits include Steven Spielberg’s West Side Story and *Harriet*. TV credits include The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks starring Oprah Winfrey, and both The Wiz! Live (Emmy Award) and Jesus Christ Superstar Live in Concert for NBC. Paul Tazewell is supported by the Richard R and Susan Kiphart Costume Designer Endowed Chair.

CHRISTOPHER AKERLIND | LIGHTING DESIGNER

The distinguished designer’s achievements on Broadway include Tony Awards for The Light in the Piazza (also Drama Desk Award and Outer Critics Award) and Indecent (Drama Desk Award); Tony nominations for Rocky the Musical, Porgy and Bess, 110 in the Shade, Awake and Sing, and Seven Guitars; and productions of Time and the Conways, Superior Donuts, Top Girls, Talk Radio, Shining City, Well, Rabbit Hole, In My Life, Reckless, The Tale of the Allergist’s Wife, and The Piano Lesson among others. His extensive credits in opera include productions for the Metropolitan Opera, the Hamburg State Opera, the Glimmerglass and Wexford festivals, and the major opera companies of Boston, Dallas, Houston, San Francisco, Santa Fe, and Washington, as well as more than 60 productions for Opera Theatre of Saint Louis, where he was resident lighting designer for twelve years. He is the recipient of an Obie Award for Sustained Excellence in Lighting Design, and the Chicago area’s Michael Merritt Award for Design and Collaboration. Christopher Akerlind is supported by the Mary-Louise and James S. Aagard Lighting Director Endowed Chair.

GREG EMETAZ | PROJECTION DESIGNER
Previously at Lyric: Bel Canto (2015/16).

Greg Emetaz is a filmmaker and projection designer. In addition to Bel Canto at Lyric, his projection design work includes many other important opera world premieres, including Dolores Claiborne at San Francisco Opera, Enemies: a Love Story at Palm Beach Opera, and Shalimar the Clown, “27”, Champion, and The Golden Ticket at Opera Theatre of Saint Louis. Emetaz is the director of the feature film Camp Wedding; short films including Spell Claire, Bowes Academy (NC Gay + Lesbian Film Fest Jury award), Get the F K Outta Paris!, and Death by Omelette (SNCF Prix du Polar Finalist & Hong Kong Mobile Film Awards Silver Medalist); and music videos including Eating 4 Two and Butt Drunk (Friars Club Comedy Film Festival special Jury Award, iTVfest Best Director Award, co-directed with Amanda DeSimone). Emetaz has also created the behind-scenes documentaries for Julie Taymor’s The Tempest, Broadway musical Spider-Man Turn off the Dark, and numerous productions at New York City Opera and Opera Theatre of Saint Louis.

MICHAEL BLACK | CHORUS MASTER

The Australian chorus master held this position at Opera Australia in Sydney from 2001 to 2013. Black has served in this capacity for such distinguished organizations as the Edinburgh International Festival, Opera Holland Park (London), and, in Australia, the Sydney Symphony Orchestra, the Philharmonia Choir, Motet Choir; the Cantillation chamber choir; and the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra. Other activities include preparing The Damnation of Faust chorus at the Grant Park Music Festival, where he has worked for two seasons. As one of Australia’s most prominent vocal accompanists, Black has regularly performed for broadcasts and recordings. He has served as chorus master on four continents, and his work has been recorded and/or aired on ABC, BBC, PBS, for many HD productions in movie theaters, and on television. Michael Black is supported by the Howard A. Stoller Chorus Master Endowed Chair.
In 2021, the Washington, D.C. native made his associate choreographer debut for Toni Stone (Arena Stage). His credits include After Midnight (Soloist, Broadway), Shuffle Along (Workshops, Off-Broadway), Cabin in the Sky (New York City Center), and New York Spring Spectacular (Radio City Music Hall). His film and TV credits include Smash (NBC), A Capitol Fourth (PBS), and Amici (Canale 5/Italy). Staten is affiliated with the Camille A. Brown & Dancers and Philadanco companies. His dance company for African American youth has served more than 200 children and secured over $3.2 million in college scholarships.

The American dancer and choreographer’s operatic credits include remounting the choreography of Lyric’s Iphigénie en Tauride at San Francisco Opera and the Royal Opera House Covent Garden. She has presented a 20-year retrospective of her work at Chicago’s Vittum Theater and Ruth Page Dance Center, as well as in her hometown of Kalamazoo, Michigan. A graduate of Western Michigan University, Tye performed with the Kalamazoo Ballet, dancing leading roles in Sleeping Beauty, Cinderella, and The Nutcracker. She is a past recipient of Regional Dance America’s Best Young Choreographer Award (at age 15) and a two-time recipient of the Monticello Young Choreographer’s Award; the latter garnered her invitations to choreograph throughout America. In addition to Lyric and Joel Hall Dancers, she has performed in Chicago with Salt Creek Ballet, Second City Ballet, and Chicago Folks Operetta. Tye is artistic director at the Hyde Park School of Dance, which she founded in 1993. Four years later she founded Tyego Dance Project, which has performed at Steppenwolf, the Athenaeum, and throughout America in a revival of Spike Jones’s Nutcracker.
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Blaze of Glory

by Naomi André

Lyric Opera’s presentation of Terence Blanchard’s *Fire Shut Up in My Bones*—an expanded version co-commissioned with the Metropolitan Opera and LA Opera—takes its place in the rich history of vernacular popular, religious, and classical art music traditions in Chicago. Based on The New York Times columnist Charles M. Blow’s 2014 memoir of the same title, this is the second opera by a Black compositional team that has appeared at Lyric. The first took place in 1997, with the premiere of Anthony Davis’s Lyric commission *Amistad* (with libretto by Thulani Davis), an opera based on historical events about the African diaspora and the middle passage slave trade across the Atlantic. As with *Amistad*, *Fire* brings several major Black artists to Lyric in their debuts: leading singers Latonia Moore, Brittany Renee, Chauncey Packer, and co-director/choreographer Camille A. Brown. This production also celebrates two Patrick G. and Shirley W. Ryan Opera Center alums: Will Liverman (in the central role) and Chris Kenney (Chester).

*Fire Shut Up in My Bones* is part of a much longer trajectory of operatic contributions by Black composers, librettists, singers, and collaborating artists. From the 19th century’s Elizabeth Taylor Greenfield and Sissieretta Jones (two of the best-known Black opera singers of their time) and the composers Henry Lawrence Freeman, Scott Joplin, William Grant Still, and many others, Black artists had been creating and singing opera long before
Marian Anderson’s historic debut as Ulrica in Verdi’s *Un ballo in maschera* at the Metropolitan Opera on January 7, 1955. That performance became a symbolic desegregation of opera, as houses in the U.S. and Europe thereafter began to let Black singers onto their stages. Just five years after its founding, Lyric welcomed Leontyne Price on its stage in 1959 as Liù in Puccini’s *Turandot* and in the title role in Massenet’s *Thaïs*.

Over the past several decades, works of Black opera composers—notably Davis’s *X, The Life and Times of Malcolm X* (1986)—have ushered in a new generation to which Blanchard belongs. In addition to *Amistad* at Lyric in 1997, Davis’s many operas include the Pulitzer Prize-winning *The Central Park Five* (2019). Recent years have brought the premieres of many more important operas by Black composers, including Nkeiru Okoye’s *Harriet Tubman: When I Crossed that Line to Freedom* (2014), George Lewis’s *Afterword* (2015), about the founding of Chicago’s Association for the Advancement of Creative Musicians, and Daniel Bernard Roumain’s *We Shall Not Be Moved* (2017).

While Blanchard is no stranger to opera, he is better known as a celebrated jazz trumpeter and film score composer, winning Grammy Awards for his jazz recordings and collaborating frequently with film director Spike Lee—as a trumpet player in Lee’s early movies and as the film score composer for many others. (He was nominated for an Academy Award last year for his score to Lee’s *Da 5 Bloods.* ) He has worked with other film directors over the years and created the music for two recent films that have trenchantly documented important Black historical figures and experiences: *One Night in Miami…* (2020) and *Harriet* (2019), the latter a collaboration with Lemmons, who directed the award-winning movie. “With *Harriet,* there was no other composer I could imagine,” Lemmons says. “I wanted a big American sound and a lush, full, heroic score.” But their partnership goes back even further, beginning with Lemmons’s first film, *Eve’s Bayou* (1997) and continuing with several of her other movies. Bringing her experience as an actress, screenwriter, film director, and opera lover to her work on *Fire,* Lemmons’s libretto—her first—breathes a penetrating drama into this nuanced story. Here, as in all her films, Lemmons shows her mastery at weaving together sophisticated community scenes and intimate hidden stories.

*Fire is Blanchard’s second opera* and the second commissioned from him by Opera Theatre of Saint Louis, where James Robinson is Artistic Director (also making his debut at Lyric, as co-director). Blanchard’s first, *Champion* (2013), which he calls an “opera in jazz,” was about the boxer Emile Griffith (1938-2013), who was haunted both by his bisexuality and his brutal knockout of Benny Paret in 1962, which put Paret in a coma and led to his death ten days later. “Champion was such a success that on opening night we immediately asked Terence to write another opera for us,” Robinson says. “It took a while to land on a subject that really inspired Terence, but then one day his wife and I both read an article in *The New York Times* by Charles Blow that previewed his forthcoming memoir. We thought Charles’s story would make a wonderful opera, and Terence immediately responded to the idea.”

When Blow met with Blanchard to discuss the idea of an opera, Blow remembers, “Terence and I just talked. I knew his work. We’re both from Louisiana and the whole thing. My thought was, as long as it ends properly, go for it.” The opera condenses the book and embraces the texture and rhythms of young Charles’s life growing up in the small town of Gibsland, Louisiana—the love of his mother and siblings, the secret of his sexual abuse at the hands of two extended family members, and his path through recognizing the trauma and finding a way forward.

A theme that links Blanchard’s two operas is their portrayal of Black men in the public eye whose bisexuality leads to bullying, shame, trauma, and inner turmoil. Both operas involve the past and the present coming together as their protagonists age, and use different singers to represent the boy and the mature man.

“The role of Charles is so intense, so raw. It just grabs you immediately,” says Liverman, who headlines the production. “It’s the journey of finding a way to
stand, two feet planted on the ground, and say, ‘This is who I am.’ A way of living with that truth and not being afraid to display it.”

In working out how best to portray Charles’s complicated inner life in her libretto, Lemmons took inspiration from a conversation with Robinson, who she says opened her mind to the freedom and possibilities available in opera. “One of the things he said that really sank in was that, in opera, anything can sing,” she remembers. “I really embraced that. So first I thought that the trees could sing, and then I took that a step further and thought, well, maybe his loneliness can sing.” In the end, one of the two principal female roles (sung by soprano Brittany Renee) encompasses three characters: Greta, a love interest of Charles’s, and the forces of Destiny and Loneliness. The other primary female role is Charles’s mother, Billie, portrayed by soprano Latonia Moore.

Another important part of Charles’s journey takes place during his time at Grambling State, a historically Black university, where he joins a Black fraternity known for its step shows. Given the college scenes in Act III, co-director and choreographer Brown knew that she wanted to include a step dance—bringing that tradition into a context where, even during the lifetimes of some members in today’s audiences, Black people were not even allowed on the stage. “I thought it was especially important,” she says. “We are talking about a step that comes from the rich history of the African diaspora.”

When Blanchard was growing up in New Orleans, his father—a singer who loved classical music—wanted his son to be involved with opera. “He was an amateur baritone, and he really wanted to be an opera singer,” Blanchard says. “When he was a younger kid in the 1930s and 1940s, you know, he wasn’t given opportunities to do that.” When James Robinson asked Blanchard to write his first opera, Blanchard was moved to tears. “Right then, I could see my dad up in heaven going, ‘I told you. I told you!’” he says. “I kept thinking about how this is really the life he wanted.”

Fire Shut Up in My Bones is an opera that encompasses multitudes. Blanchard’s style of bringing jazz, gospel, and blues together creates a dynamic but lyrical operatic world that both propels the drama and allows it to bloom. The story has painful and tender moments, spanning the last third of the 20th century and into the present day, a period during which the United States has witnessed rapid yet uneven changes in attitudes about manhood, sexuality, and their intersections with race. Brown sums up the nature and importance of the story by describing it as “a Black experience. And people need to see as many Black experiences as possible.”

Yet power and violence around sexual encounters are, tragically, everyone’s experiences in some way, whether through bullying, harassment, and assault directly, or as a bystander, friend, or loved one.
BEING MOVED: Black Music in Chicago

It is no surprise that Chicago, among the main destinations of the Great Migration (when African Americans in vast numbers moved north after Reconstruction), has long been an important vortex for Black music production. The city is well known for its own Blues iterations, early Jazz at the start of the 20th century, and the 1960s modern jazz style developed in the Association for the Advancement of Creative Musicians (the AACM is still active today). Also renowned is the celebrated birth of gospel at Thomas Dorsey’s Pilgrim Baptist Church on the South Side.

In the traditional concert hall, Chicago has nurtured the talents of several significant Black women composers. In 1933 the Chicago Symphony Orchestra premiered Florence Price’s Symphony 1 in E minor (the first major orchestra to perform a work by a Black woman composer). Margaret Bonds (Price’s student and colleague), Betty Jackson King, and Regina Harris Baiocchi (still working) are among the best known, and bring this legacy up to the present. In 2004 Chicago was the only city in the US to host Opera Africa with the performance of Princess Magogo kaDinizulu by South Africa’s leading classical composer, Mzilikazi Khumalo (presented by the Ravinia Festival).

witnessing the damage and struggle for healing. “It’s a very human, very relatable piece,” Robinson says. “There’s a lot of societal pressure that Charles deals with, and even if someone hasn’t been the victim of abuse, they can understand what it’s like to be different, to be an outsider, and all the trials that go along with that.”

“I think that there’s a space for everybody to walk away feeling some kind of universal theme, within this very specific story,” Brown adds.

Blanchard also sees a larger message within the particular contours of Blow’s memoir. “Anybody who comes to see this will understand what Charles persevered through, and we know he’s still working and he’s still productive,” he says. “The story’s not finished—this is just one chapter.” The powerful new stories of contemporary Black operas bring together individual private experiences that communicate the shared humanity in all of us and provide a charge for the future of the art form. Seeing a work like Fire on the great opera stages of the world “is something that can help propel some other little kids forward into wanting to become composers,” Blanchard says. “And that’s my hope. That’s my dream.”

Naomi André is a professor at the University of Michigan and the author of Black Opera: History, Power, Engagement.

Adapted from an article commissioned and published by the Metropolitan Opera, 2021.
Co-director’s note

James Robinson

When I became artistic director at Opera Theatre of Saint Louis in 2009, among my first priorities was to embark on a wide-ranging commissioning initiative called New Works, Bold Voices. The objective was to create new operas and to provide opportunities for composers to take a second look at operas they had already premiered. One of the first composers I contacted was jazz trumpeter Terence Blanchard. I was well acquainted with Terence’s music from his powerful film scores, and I still consider his haunting album A Tale of God’s Will one of the best things in my personal music library. After our first meeting, Terence agreed to create an “opera in jazz,” and in 2013, we premiered Champion, based on the life of bisexual boxing champ Emile Griffith. The success of Terence’s opera was tremendous, so I immediately asked him to follow it up with another. Fire Shut Up in My Bones was premiered in 2019 in St. Louis, opened the season for the Met in 2021 and, yet again, it was met with great enthusiasm.

Both of Terence’s operas deal fearlessly with Black men struggling with their identity and sexuality, in addition to confronting some very difficult and often painful subjects. The story of Emile Griffith is told through the fog of pugilistic dementia and confronts the athlete’s search to embrace his love of other men. As Emile sings in the opera (after being haunted by the death of an opponent he killed during a bout): “I kill a man, and the world forgives me. I love a man, and the world wants to kill me.” Charles M. Blow’s elegant and gripping memoir Fire Shut Up in My Bones reveals a man haunted by the abuse he suffered at the hands of an older cousin and how coming to terms with his own sexuality became a lifelong journey. And while not everyone has experienced the reality of growing up poor in rural Louisiana, Blow’s memoir touches on universal themes that are both resonant and relevant. In both operas, an honest light is shone on taboos, social norms, and stereotypes. And what I find particularly moving is how Terence uses music to give these characters compelling voices.

In the opera, Charles is faced with a brutal choice and looks back on his life to understand what has led him to a potentially life-ruining crossroads. He questions his role in certain traumatic events and wonders how he could have changed the course of his own personal history. His is a journey of self-loathing, self-discovery, and eventually self-forgiveness. Charles states that he is a “stranger in my hometown,” and I find this idea deeply affecting, for many of us have felt the loneliness of not fitting in or not belonging, even in an environment that should be comforting and familiar.

While preparing Fire Shut Up in My Bones, one of the challenges was how to adapt Kasi Lemmons’s gorgeously cinematic libretto to the stage. Early on, Kasi and I talked about how a memoir is like a collection of old photographs. With that in mind, the creative team and I—now joined by co-director and choreographer Camille A. Brown—set out to create a fluid, multi-layered, almost collage-like production. I cannot say enough about how thrilled I am to be involved in this historic production and to work with this extraordinary composer, librettist, and cast.

—James Robinson

Reprinted courtesy of the Metropolitan Opera.
Contributing my voice to Terence Blanchard’s beautiful and haunting music, creating movement language for Kasi Lemmons’s libretto, sharing the story of celebrated writer Charles M. Blow, and co-directing with James Robinson has been a dream. It has also been uniquely challenging, because I joined the Fire Shut Up in My Bones project at the height of the pandemic, five years after work began on the original production. Not only did I have to choreograph, I had to find my directorial voice, among a team that had been collaborating for years. It was daunting, thrilling, and overwhelming to play catch-up. I started with what I know—dance—and approached the piece the same way I approach all of my creative work—asking questions, investigating, and listening. How could I make sure that the gestures and movements stayed true to the intentions of the composer? How could my direction amplify the voice and the heart of this piece?

In the director’s seat, I wanted to play with abstraction and time travel, capturing the psyche of Charles, his inner turmoil, and his tussles with Destiny and Loneliness. We treated each scene as though it were one of those aged Polaroid pictures—static in time, with the only breath being Charles, walking us through his journey, the pictures shapeshifting as we follow him along. Isolated both spiritually and physically, it was important to show Charles’s struggles, his longing for peace, and his search for a savior—only to realize that his savior was himself, the younger version of himself, giving him grace and resolve.

Two phrases within the show resonate with me: “Sometimes you gotta’ just leave it in the road” and “I bend, I don’t break, I sway.”

They speak to the specificity of the Black experience but also call upon a universal theme of determination and the need for personal resolution. Charles experienced a traumatic childhood event, which changed his life. He ultimately finds the strength and motivation to “leave it in the road.” Past traumas can either haunt us or heal us. Charles’s story empowers us with the understanding that the devastation of the past does not have to define our futures. We too can give ourselves the grace to let go. Fire also illuminates themes of perseverance and resilience—both hallmarks of the Black experience. We don’t break, we sway. We never give in. Our light will never go out. To honor this, I wanted to find a way—amid the struggle—to elevate the stuff of the Black experience that celebrates us. That heals us. That shows us off.

Terence has created a percussive score that is complex and nuanced, and I have tried to add to that my original artistic expression in movement, bringing to bear the many influences and elements that make up my individual style. What I found so thrilling was that I could use step to embody triumph, pain, and the joy of life, and create a rhythmical score for this powerful “opera in jazz.” Step is a social dance rooted in African American history and culture, tracing back more than 200 years to West Africa, transformed by enslaved people throughout the Americas. Stepping is energetic, visceral, urgent, and powerful. It is also embedded in the fabric of Black fraternities and sororities, which were intentionally created as safe spaces when white Greek-letter organizations would not let Black men and women join them. It has always been historically important for Black people to create safe spaces for themselves. What has emerged from that has been extraordinary: Black people creating community for themselves everywhere—in the Church, at the jook joint, and at historically Black colleges and universities. In these safe spaces, we converge to share all that is messy and radiant in our lives, in our relationships, and in our humanity.

I am humbled and honored to be a part of this show that is inviting audiences into a vulnerable and poignant story.

At one point in history, Black people were not allowed to perform on stages like this one and, even more so, were not able to authentically portray our own narratives. The full spectrum of our real lives were unseen. But we did not break. Once invisible, now beautifully and vibrantly visible. Past, present, and future, we sway.

—Camille A. Brown

Reprinted courtesy of the Metropolitan Opera
Beyond the stage, and beyond the boundaries that often define opera companies, Lyric is igniting creativity across Chicago. Through innovative learning opportunities, creative exploration, and artistic creation and collaboration, Lyric, with your support, encourages students, educators, families, audiences, and Chicagoans from neighborhoods across the city to share their voices and embrace the power and relevance of opera as a catalyst for growth and change.
Beyond the stage
The Magic Victrola

This April 24th, audiences will be delighted by The Magic Victrola, a charming story that brings some of opera’s most beloved arias to life for audiences of all ages in this one-afternoon-only special performance.
This fully-staged production made its premiere a few seasons ago to critical and audience acclaim. Its recently announced revival demonstrates Lyric’s commitment to engaging music lovers of all ages. Designed for patrons 5 to 10 years old—and, of course, their grown escorts—The Magic Victrola has a broad and dazzling appeal. “The audience loved it all,” wrote the Chicago Sun-Times of the premiere. “The future of this magical and multifaceted art form had another great boost.”

The Magic Victrola adventure begins when Gracie and Sam are dropped off at their Grandpa’s place for summer vacation. While at first the kids are less than excited to be without their modern comforts, things get much more interesting when they discover their grandfather’s old victrola, and his prized collection of opera records suddenly come to life! With the help of the mysterious birdman, Papageno, Gracie and Sam are off on a musical adventure through some of opera’s most delightful hits.

Lyric is eager to welcome the Chicago community to experience the magic of live opera performance on Sunday, April 24. “This will be an introduction to the world of opera for many of our youngest audience members, so we want to make it as accessible and enjoyable as possible. The vibrant sets and costumes bring the opera stories to life. The Magic Victrola is our opportunity to open the doors of Lyric and invite audiences of all ages to experience the excitement of the art form,” says Vice President of Lyric Unlimited Robert C. Goodwin. “Lyric is always seeking opportunities to engage new audiences in Chicago and to offer unique artistic experiences.”

The Chicago Tribune noted that the premiere had “a sizable audience of kids and their elders giggling and applauding in merry discovery.” It’s a thrilling afternoon, re-discovering old favorites with those who are hearing some of opera’s glories for the very first time.

The Magic Victrola features highlights and excerpts from some of the repertoire’s most beloved works, including The Magic Flute, The Tales of Hoffmann, The Elixir of Love, Delibes’s Lakmé, Gianni Schicchi, and Carmen among others. Casting will feature some of the extraordinary artists from Lyric’s Patrick G. and Shirley W. Ryan Opera Center—stars in the making—along with members of the Lyric Opera Orchestra and other performers.

This special presentation of The Magic Victrola also features affordably priced tickets. At $5 for children and $10 for adults, it is, quite literally, affordable family fun.

Lyric prioritizes the health and safety of our audiences and artists. All audience members will need to show proof of fully vaccinated status and remain masked at all times within the opera house. We regret that children not yet eligible for vaccination will not be able to attend this production.

We look forward to welcoming you, your family, and friends to this special performance of The Magic Victrola.

To learn more about The Magic Victrola and purchase your tickets today, visit lyricopera.org/magicvictrola.
To keep opera a must-see, must-hear experience, the art form needs outstanding artists who can convey through singing and acting the emotional range and engaging storytelling that are opera’s hallmarks. Lyric, through The Patrick G. and Shirley W. Ryan Opera Center, identifies exceptionally talented emerging artists from around the world and provides them with comprehensive training and performance opportunities. On the world’s stages, the Center’s impressive roster of alumni continually proves the value of training at Lyric.
Ryan Opera Center

The 2021/22 Ryan Opera Center Ensemble

**Sopranos**
Mathilda Edge
Maria Novella Malfatti
Denis Wélez

**Mezzo-sopranos**
Katherine Beck
Katherine DeYoung
Kathleen Felty

**Tenors**
Martin Luther Clark
Lunga Eric Hallam

**Baritone**
Leroy Davis

**Basses**
Rivers Hawkins
Anthony Reed

**Conductor/Pianist**
Donald Lee III

**Pianist**
Chris Reynolds
**CHRISS KENNEY**

At Lyric this season: Chester/Fire Shut Up in My Bones. Previously with Lyric: Five roles since 2018/19, most recently Official Registrar/Madama Butterfly and Motorcycle Cop/Dead Man Walking (both 2019/20). Also this season: Figaro/Il barbiere di Siviglia, Cincinnati Opera; Young Emile/Champion, Boston Lyric Opera.

The Ryan Opera Center was one of the most formative and beneficial experiences in my life as an opera singer. The lessons I learned and the people I met helped propel me into the highest ranks of the field—and gave me a deep appreciation for detail, dedication, and artistry. Being able to work with master artists like Renée Fleming and Patricia Racette especially opened for me the unbounded artistic ideas to be explored. I cherish my time in Chicago, and I’m truly grateful to have been a part of an institution with such a storied history as Lyric and the Ryan Opera Center.

**THIS SEASON**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ann Toomey</th>
<th>Jonathan Johnson</th>
<th>Emily Pogorelc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tosca</strong></td>
<td><strong>Harvey Milk</strong></td>
<td><strong>Le nozze di Figaro</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarasota Opera</td>
<td>Opera Theatre of</td>
<td>Glyndebourne Festival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Saint Louis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PROGRAM STAFF**

**Administration**
- Dan Novak
  - Director, The Ryan Opera Center
  - Board Endowed Chair
- Craig Terry
  - Music Director
  - The Jannotta Family Endowed Chair
- Julia Faulkner
  - Director of Vocal Studies
  - Elizabeth F. Cheney Foundation
- Renée Fleming
  - Advisor
- Susanna McNatt
  - Manager
- Annika Donnen
  - Associate Librarian

**Faculty**
- Julia Faulkner
- W. Stephen Smith
  - Vocal Instruction
- Robert and Ellen Marks Ryan
- Opera Center Vocal Studies
- Program Endowment, in memory of Gianna Rolandi
- Deborah Birnbaum
- Sir Andrew Davis
- Nathalie Doucet
- Renée Fleming
- Enrique Mazzola
- Gerald Martin Moore
- Stefano Sarzani
  - Guest Master Artists
- Emanuele Andrizzi
- William C. Billingham
- Alan Darling
- Laurann Gilley
- Jonathan Gmeinder
- Celeste Rue
- Eric Weimer
  - Coaching Staff
- Irina Fedotistova
- Julia Savoie Klein
- Derek Matson
- Klára Moldová
- Sharon Peterson
- Alessandra Visconti
- Melissa Wittmeier
  - Foreign Language Instruction
- Omer Ben Seadia
- Louisa Muller
- Todd Rhoades
  - Acting and Movement Instruction
- Kirsten Paterson
- Beth Clayton
  - Performance Psychology
- Roger Pines
  - Guest Lecturer and Consultant

**Artistic/Production Personnel**
- Enrique Mazzola
  - Conductors
- Donald Palumbo
- Kristine McIntyre
  - Directors
- Omer Ben Seadia
- Bill Walters
  - Stage Managers

**Ryan Opera Center alumni around the world**
WHAT IS YOUR ROLE AT LYRIC, AND HOW LONG HAVE YOU HELD THIS POSITION?
I am the Director of Group Sales in the Marketing Department, and this May will mark my five-year anniversary with the company.

WHAT LED YOU TO WORK AT LYRIC?
Prior to working at Lyric, I was the Senior Manager for Tourism Marketing at Macy’s. When the company went through a restructure in 2017, my only option was to move to New York City, and since I had recently bought my first home and had my first baby, a move wasn’t ideal. I took a risk, left the company, and started my search. When I heard about an opening to manage group sales for Lyric, I honestly thought that sounded like a long shot. Unlike so many of my Lyric colleagues, I did not have a background in the arts or non-profits and definitely was not a singer or musician. I was a retail marketing professional in corporate spaces and never thought Lyric would even look at my resume. But they did! Oftentimes as professionals we get boxed into a category based on our previous jobs and to have this opportunity to learn a completely new industry has been amazing.

WHAT’S A TYPICAL DAY LIKE FOR YOU?
Every day is different, especially since the pandemic. I service groups of 10 or more, which includes seniors, schools, alumni organizations, friends & family. My priority is to provide the best customer service whether I am answering an inquiry or finalizing order details. I also create marketing and outreach plans, and I am always strategizing ways to bring in new audiences through grassroots outreach. In addition to the day to day, I often attend educational networking events and trade shows with colleagues. I also travel to sales trade shows where I meet with prospective tour planners coming to Chicago and encourage them to bring their groups to Lyric. Once my day job ends, I then start my most challenging job, as a mom. Homework, dinner, activities, and the list goes on!

WHAT’S THE MOST CHALLENGING ASPECT OF YOUR ROLE?
The pandemic has brought such a range of challenges. The key demographics I work with are seniors and students, both of whom have been impacted tremendously. My goal when working with these groups is to keep them up to date with Lyric’s current policies to keep them safe when attending a performance.

TELL US ABOUT YOUR RELATIONSHIP WITH INTERNATIONAL AUDIENCES AND HOW YOU CULTIVATE THOSE RELATIONSHIPS.
I had the honor of working with many international tour operators when we were planning Lyric’s new Ring Cycle for the spring of 2020. I researched presentations of Wagner’s Ring all over the world and in 2017 worked with my partners at Choose Chicago to prospect potential groups. International groups plan travel for large events like this at least 18 months before a performance, so when we went on sale with tickets in 2018 about a dozen operators ranging from Canada, New Zealand, the U.K., and Australia all reserved large group orders that totaled almost half a million dollars. The level of detail and customer service was absolutely key and to say it was a heartbreak to cancel this highly anticipated event is an understatement.

WHAT’S SOMETHING ABOUT YOUR WORK THAT PEOPLE MIGHT NOT KNOW?
West Side Story was a tremendous success for our company, and people may not realize that between myself and my coordinator at the time we sold and serviced 600 group leaders and almost 19,000 tickets over the course of the four-week run.

A FAVORITE LYRIC MOMENT?
Jesus Christ Superstar in 2018 was phenomenal. I loved seeing a diverse cast of young singers and dancers.

BEYOND OPERA, WHAT ARE YOUR OTHER PASSIONS?
Yoga, food, travel, and, most importantly, my family, especially my three kids who always keep me busy.
With the generous support of individuals and organizations, Lyric is leading the advancement of opera in America—continually advancing artistic excellence, increasing relevance and reach for both traditional and new audiences, engaging our diverse communities through signature learning and exploration initiatives, and expanding our role as a cultural cornerstone in Chicago. You are our partners in this important shared enterprise—and we sincerely thank you.
Thank you for your support
We gratefully acknowledge the members of the Lyric family who have contributed a total of $1 million+ throughout the history of the company. Lyric thrives due to the incredible generosity of these individuals, foundations, and corporations.
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Maxine P. and W. James Farrell
Elaine Frank°
Richard and Barbara Franke
Brena & Lee A. Freeman, Sr. Charitable Association
Lloyd A. Fry Foundation
Getz Foundation
Ambassador and Mrs. Ronald Jay Gidwitz
Ethel and William Gofen
Sue and Melvin Gray
Karen Z. Gray-Krehbiel and John H. Krehbiel, Jr.
The Harris Family Foundation
Harold Hartshorne, Jr.°
Mr. and Mrs. Ben W. Heineman°
Walter E. Heller Foundation
H. Earl and Miriam U. Hoover°
Invesco QQQ
Jenner & Block
Kemper Educational & Charitable Fund
Kirkland & Ellis Foundation
Kraft Foods
LaSalle Bank
Anne P. Lederer Research Institute
Arthur B. Logan°
Jim° and Kay Mabie
Brooks and Hope McCormick Foundation
Chauncey and Marion D. McCormick Family Foundation
Robert R. McCormick Trust
Jim° and Vicki Mills/Jon and Lois Mills
Robert and Susan Morrison
Richard M. Morrow°
Allan and Elaine Muchin
Jerome and Elaine Nerenberg Foundation
Susan & Nick Noyes / Make It Better Media Group
Nuveen Investments
David and Sheila Ormesher
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Osborn
I. A. O'Shaughnessy Foundation
Peer and Sarah Pedersen°
Polk Bros. Foundation
Prince Charitable Trusts
Mrs. Jay A. Pritzker
The Regenstein Foundation
Lloyd E. Rigler-Lawrence E. Deutsch Foundation
Harry A. Root, Jr.°
Sara Lee Foundation
Rose L. Shure° and Sidney N. Shure°
Mr.° and Mrs. J. W. Van Gorkom
The Wallace Foundation
Lois L. Ward°
Roberta L. Washlow and Robert J. Washlow
Robert and Floretta Weiss
Bernard E. Williams Trust
Zell Family Foundation

° Deceased
Production sponsors

Lyric’s 2021/22 Season is presented by Invesco QQQ

Lyric is grateful for our 2021/22 Season production sponsors.

**MACBETH**
Alice & John Butler+
H. Gael Neeson
Sylvia Neil & Daniel Fischel+
Robert & Penelope Steiner Family Foundation+
Julie & Roger Baskes
Marlys A. Beider
Patricia A. Kenney & Gregory J. O’Leary

**TOSCA**
Frances Pietch Trust
Julius Frankel Foundation
Josef & Margot Lakonishok
Mazza Foundation

**THE ELIXIR OF LOVE**
Alice & John Butler+
H. Gael Neeson
Sylvia Neil & Daniel Fischel+
Robert & Penelope Steiner Family Foundation+
Sonia Florian

**THE MAGIC FLUTE**
The Negaunee Foundation
Nancy & Sanford Koltun
Liz Stiffel
Gramma Fisher Foundation of Marshalltown, Iowa
Mr. & Mrs. Dietrich M. Gross
Randy L. & Melvin R.° Berlin

**FIRE SHUT UP IN MY BONES**
Anonymous
Zell Family Foundation
The Harris Family Foundation
Lauter McDougall Charitable Fund
H. Gael Neeson
Ethel & William Gofen
Susan & Robert Morrison

**SIR ANDREW DAVIS CONDUCTS BEETHOVEN 9**
This concert is dedicated to the memory of Lady Gianna Rolandi Davis, with our love and admiration.

**FLORENCIA EN EL AMAZONAS**
Anonymous
Marion A. Cameron-Gray

°deceased

**+ Enrique Circle**
The Enrique Circle is comprised of Lyric’s most dedicated supporters who are committed to championing Maestro Enrique Mazzola’s exciting artistic vision and legacy.

Additional support for Lyric’s 2021/22 Season is generously provided by the Production Circle

To learn more about Lyric sponsorship opportunities, please visit lyricopera.org/support-lyric/major-investments/production-sponsorships
Commemorative gifts

Gifts of $1,000 and above contributed in the name of a friend, loved one, or colleague are a unique expression of thoughtfulness.

IN MEMORY OF
Dr. Whitney Addington, from his many friends and family
Christopher Ainsley, from Cody Shulman
Jim Bay, from Liz Stiffel, Mrs. James N. Bay, Sylvia Neil and Daniel Fischel
Mehroo Bhave & Maureen Glassberg, from Enio and Maria Rigolin and Evelyn Alter
John R. Blair, from Barbara Blair
Florence Corey Boone, from Marcia and Kenneth Dam
Terry Burgesson, from Ellen Burgesson
Inge de la Camp, from Stephanie Wood
Madeline J. Demet, from Sarah Demet
Charles VanNess DeWitt Jr, from his many friends and family
Lois Dunn, from Kathleen Dunn
Lyn Corbett Fitzgerald, from her many friends and family
Jack Forsythe, from Theresa Forsythe
John G. and Mary S. Gatsis, from Karen Anderson
Tom Hill, from Helen Hill
Rowena Kelley, from Clay and Claire Hardon
Audrey Klotnia, from Miller Shakmen Levine & Feldman
Walter C. & Edith V. Kozak, from David Kozak
Ardis Kranik, from Allen and Evi Goldberg and Elizabeth Walsh Voita Liepins, from Raita Vilnins
Sister Candida Lund, from Wolfgang and Edna Epstein
James W. Mabie, from John Pepe and Roberta and Robert Washlow
Kathleen & Joseph Maddin, from Anonymous
Florence Dalrymple McMillan, from her many friends and family
Hugo Melvoin, from Lois Melvoin
Garnet Morrison, from the Estate of Susan Garland
Robert Nicholson, from James Liecht
Peer & Sarah Pedersen, from James and Elizabeth Bramsen
Bella Perelman, from her many friends and family
Kenneth Pigott, from Mariaire and Lowell Dixon
Nancy L. Pines, from her many friends and family
Howard Preis, from Barbara Ruben
Donald H. Ratner, from Bruce Gober
Joan L. Richards, from Craig Sirles
Deborah Sobol, from Ronald Chang
Richard Taft, from Anne Taft
Virginia C. Vale, from Murray and Virginia Vale Foundation
Edward & Constance Wachs, from Marcia & Kenneth Dam
Nancy Wald, from The Humanist Fund
Dr. Alice S. Wisse, from Gail Prins
Edward T Zasadil, from Larry Simpson
David & Suzanne Zesmer, from Sarah Zesmer

IN HONOR OF
Julie & Roger Baskes, from Michael and Margo Oberman, Peter Wender
Marion Cameron & Doug Gray, from their many friends and family
Stephen W. R. Dunbar, from Thomas and Diane Cleary
Regan Friedmann, from Kay and Craig Tuber
Ruth Ann Gillis, from Liz Stiffel
Karen Gray-Krehbiel, from Mrs. James N. Bay, Trisha Rooney, James & Virginia Bobins
Sophia Howard, from S Hoxie
Caroline T. Huebner, from Briand & Margaret White, Don and Abby Fund, Liz Stiffel, Mrs. James N. Bay
Patricia Kenney & Greg O’Leary, from Ann Blickensderfer
Mary & Josef Lakonishok, from Arsen and Elizabeth Manugian
Jula Mellow, from Jonathon Mellow
Mimi Mitchell, from Marie Campbell, The Sue and Melvin Gray Foundation
Frank & Lynee Modruson, from Anders and Donna Gustafsson
Sylvia Neil, from Marica and Kenneth Dam
Sue Niemi, from the BCLLP Foundation
Dan Novak, from Richard Shepro and Lindsay Roberts, Allen and Evi Goldberg
Funmi Olopade & Anthony Freud, from John S. & James L. Knight Foundation
Jane DiRenzo Pigott, from Burton and Sheli Rosenberg
Jonathan Siner, from Edward and Barbara Mills
Liz Stiffel, from Ruth Ann Gillis & Michael McGinnis and Mrs. James N. Bay
Donna Van Eekeren, from Beth Brooner and Alan Singer
Ann Wagener, from Robert and Mary Savard
Richard & Vanya Wang, from Eric Vaang
Marilee Wehman, from Liz Stiffel
Mrs. Joan Weiss, from The Donnelley Foundation
Women’s Board members’ birthdays, from Charles and Caroline Huebner

Listings include donors whose gifts or pledges were received by September 9, 2021.
Caring
Loyal
Compassionate
donors will guide Lyric’s path forward.
Help light the way.

Support Lyric Opera of Chicago
lyricopera.org/donatenow
312.827.3500

Photo: Todd Rosenberg
Supporting our future—endowments at Lyric

As a perpetual fund that annually distributes a designated portion of earnings and investment income, endowments provide a steady source of funding so Lyric can be a leader in the opera world—now and into the future.

**LYRIC ENDOURED CHAIRS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supports</th>
<th>Established by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chorus Master</td>
<td>Howard A. Stotler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concertmaster</td>
<td>Mrs. R. Robert Funderburg, in honor of Sally Funderburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costume Designer</td>
<td>Richard F. and Susan Kiphart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Director</td>
<td>The Women’s Board, in loving memory of Ardis Krainik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighting Director</td>
<td>Mary-Louise and James S. Aagaard, in honor of Duane Schuler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music Director</td>
<td>John D. and Alexandra C. Nichols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production and Technical</td>
<td>Allan and Elaine Muchin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wigmaster and Makeup</td>
<td>Marlys Beider, in loving memory of Harold Beider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designer+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Opera Center Director</td>
<td>The Ryan Opera Center Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Opera Center Director</td>
<td>Edgar D. Jannotta Family</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LYRIC PRODUCTION ENDOWMENT FUNDS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supports</th>
<th>Established by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American Operas+</td>
<td>Robert and Ellen Marks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baroque Operas</td>
<td>Anonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bel Canto Operas+</td>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. William H. Redfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French Operas</td>
<td>W. James and Maxine P. Farrell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German Operas</td>
<td>Irma Parker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian Operas</td>
<td>NIB Foundation, in honor of Ruth Regenstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozart Operas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puccini Operas+</td>
<td>Mary Patricia Gannon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verdi Operas</td>
<td>Guild Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagner Operas</td>
<td>Anonymous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LYRIC ENDOWMENT FUNDS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supports</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sarah and A. Watson Armour III Endowment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley and Benjamin Gould Endowment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Endowment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LYRIC UNLIMITED — LEARNING AND CREATIVE ENGAGEMENT ENDOWMENT FUNDS**

- Katherine A. Abelson Education Endowment
- The Chapters’ Education Endowment, in memory of Alfred Glasser
- George F. and Linda L. Brusky Youth Education Endowment+
- James K. Genden and Alma Kopp德拉jer Endowment+
- Dr. C. Bekerman Endowment+
- Raynette and Ned Boshell Endowment

**RYAN OPERA CENTER ENDOWMENT FUNDS**

- Dr. C. Bekerman Endowment+
- Thomas Doran Endowment+
- Boyd Edmonston & Edward Warro Endowment+
- James K. Genden and Alma Kopp德拉jer Endowment+
- H. Earl and Miriam U. Hoover Endowment Fund
- J. Thomas Hurvis Endowment Fund, in memory of Richard P. Kiphart
- Robert and Ellen Marks Ryan Opera Center Vocal Studies Program, in memory of Gianna Rolandi+
- Lois B. Siegel Endowment+
- Joanne Silver Endowment+
- Drs. Joan and Russ Zajtchuk Endowment+

**DISCOVER LYRIC ENDOWMENT FUNDS**

- The Grainger Foundation Endowment

*Future Planned Gift* These donors have named Lyric in their will, trust, or IRA to establish an endowment fund in their name to support Lyric, its programs, and positions forever.

Learn how to leave a legacy that lasts forever by contacting Lyric’s Gift Planning Office at 312.827.5654 or email gift_planning@lyricopera.org.
With 100 years of Lyric attendance between us, we have indelible memories of brilliant voices, moving dramas, and stagecraft of the highest order. Because it has so enriched our lives, the future of opera matters to us. That’s why we’ve named Lyric in our wills.

Allen Frantzen & George Paterson

PASSION...
Pass it on.

The Ardis Krainik Society

To learn more about leaving a lasting legacy at Lyric, please contact Mike Biver, Senior Director of Gift Planning
mbiver@lyricopera.org | 312.827.5655
**Gift planning at Lyric**

**Ardis Krainik Society at Lyric** | This group consists of dedicated supporters who have designated a special gift, through their will, trust, IRA, or other planned giving arrangements to benefit Lyric into the future.

**ARIA BENEFACORS**
Lyric would like to acknowledge the extraordinary philanthropy of the following individuals who have made significant leadership commitments of $1,000,000 or more and who comprise the Aria Benefactors of the Ardis Krainik Society.

Anonymous Donors (6)
Paul & Mary Anderson Family Foundation
Drs. Russ & Joan Zajtchuk+
Dr. Robert G. Zadylak+
Marisela Varela, M.D.+
Dr. C. Bekerman+
Dr. W. Peter Hansen
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**SOCIETY MEMBERS**
Anonymous Donors (130)
Mrs. James S. Aagaard
Valerie & Joseph Abel+
Louise Abrahams+
Richard Abram & Paul Chandler
Carol A. Abrioux+
Ada & Whitney Addington
Ginny Alberts-Johnson+
Lance Johnson+
Judy L. Allen−
Karen G. Andreae
Louise E. Anderson+
Catherine Aranyi
L. Robert Artoo+
Bert Badillo+
Richard N. Bailey
David Gerald Baker
Susann Ball+
Randalp & Lorraine Barba+
Margaret Basch+
Mr. & Mrs. Ron Beata+
Mrs. Bill Beaton
Martha Bell+
Daniel J. Bender+
Lynn Bennett+
Julie Anne Benson+
Charles E. & Nancy T. Berg
Joan Israel Berger+
Barbara Bermudez+
Susan Bernstein
Kyle & Marge Bevers+
Patrick J. Bitterman+
M. J. Black & Mr. C Lancy
Richard Blackwell+
Dr. Debra Zahay Blatz
Merrill & Judy Blau+
Ann Blickensderfer+
D. Jeffrey & Joan H. Blumenthal+
Marlene R. Boncosky+
Mr. & Mrs. John Jay Borland+
Ned & Baynette Boshell+
David Boyce+
Dr. & Mrs. Boone Brackett+
Christine & Paul Branstad Family Foundation
Robert & Phyllis Brauer+
Danoita (Dea) Brennan+
Candace Brood & Lofhus+
Daniella & Leona B. Bronstein+
Carol & Alan Brookes+
Kathryn Y. Brown+
Richard M. & Andrea J. Brown
Mr. & Mrs. Edward H. Bruske III
George F. & Linda L. Brusky+
Steven & Helen Buchanan+
Dr. Gerald & Mrs. Linda Budzik+
Lisa Bury+
Robert J. Callahan+
Amy & Paul Carbone+
Carla Carstens & Theodore Herr
Patrick Vincent Casali+
Dinah Jacobs Castle
Esther Charbit+
Jeffrey K. Chase, J.D.
Ramona Choos+
J. Salvatore L. Cianciolo
Heinke Clark+
Robert & Margery Coen+
Peter & Beverly Conroy+
Sharon Conway+
Sarah J. Cooney+
Dr. W. Gene Corley Family
Joseph E. Corrigan+
Paul T. & Elaine D. Cotey+
Una Creditor+
Barbara L. Dean+
Phyllis Diamond+
Roger & Linelle Dickinson−
Ms. Janet E. Diehl+
Mr. & Mrs. William S. Dillon+
Catherine R. DiNapoli+
Dr. & Mrs. Bernard J. Dobroski+
Thomas M. Dolan+
Thomas Doran+
Mary Louise Duhamel+
Kathleen Dunn+
Roma Krystyna Dybalski+
Richard L. Eastline−
Carol A. Eastman+
Judy Eckberg+
Boyd Estmonston & Edward Warro+
Endowment Fund+
Lucy A. Elam, in memory of
Elizabeth Elam+
Mr. & Mrs. Don Eileman+
Cherelyn A. Elliott+
Terrence M. W. Elsworth+
Dr. James A. Enig+
La & Philip Engel+
Susanna and Helmut Epp+
Mr. & Mrs. James D. Ericson+
Dr. & Mrs. James Ertle+
Ms. Mary T. Ether+
Martyn D. Ezri, M.D.+
Martha L. Faulhaber+
Dr. & Mrs. Paul Y. Feng+
Felicia Finkelman+
Jack M. & Marsha S. Firestone+
Eloise C. Foster+
Barbara Gail Franch+
James Victor Franch+
Rhoda & Henry Frank Family Foundation+
Patricia & Maurice J. Frank+
Richard J. Franke+
Ms. Susan Frankel+
Thomas H. Franks, Ph.D.+
Allen J. Franzen+
Penny & John E. Freund+
Dr. Paul Froeschl+
Marie & Gregory Fugiel+
Sheilah Purcell Garcia, Lady Witton+
George & Mary Ann Gardner+
Scott P. George+
Melinda E. Gibson, M.D. in memory of
Sylvia M. Morrison+
Norden S. Gilbert+
John F. Gilmore+
Michael Goldberger+
Rick Greenman+
Dr. J. Brian Greis+
James R. Grimes+
Patricia Grogan+
Carolyn Hallman+
Carl J. Halperin+
Mr. Edwin Hanlon+
Miss Patricia O. Hanlon+
CAPT Martin Hanson USN (Ret)+
Ms. Geraldine Haracz+
Mary Kathryn Hartigan+
Julian W. Harvey+
Andrew Hatcher+
William P. Haworth+
Dr. & Mrs. David J. Hayden+
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas C. Heagy+
Mrs. Thomas D. Heath+
Josephine E. Heindel+
Allen W. Heinemann &
William Borden−
Mary Mako Heibert+
Stephanie & Allen Hochfelder+
Mrs. Marion Hoffman+
Concordia Hoffmann+
Stephen D. Holmes+
Edith A. Holst+
Mary & Jim Houston+
H. Eileen Howard &
Marshall Weinberg+
Sarah & William Hufford+
Kenneth N. Hughes+
Michael Huskey+
Cpt. Bernardo Iorgulescu,
USMC Memorial Fund−
Meryl Jacob+
J. Jeffrey Jagois+
Edgar D. Jannotta+
Stanley J. Janowiak+
Dr. & Mrs. Todd &
Peggy Janus−
Barbara Joabson+
Diane & Alan Johnson−
John Arthur Johnson+
Nancy Johnson Vazzano+
Ronald B. Johnson+
Roy A. & Sarah C. Johnson+
Barbara Mair Jones+
Janet Jones+
Mr. Theodore Kalogeresis+
Wayne S. & Lenore M. Kaplan+
Kerma & John Karoly−
Kenneth Kelling+
Chuck & Kathy Killman+
Diana Hunt King+
Neil King+
R. William Klein, Jr.
Laura & LeRoy Klem+
J. Peter Kline
Take your place in Lyric history

We hope Lyric holds a permanent place in your heart, and we’d like to offer you a permanent place at Lyric. Name a seat in the Ardis Krainik Theatre with a personalized brass plaque at the seat of your choosing. It’s the perfect way to celebrate an event, remember a loved one, or simply commemorate your love of Lyric.

Learn more at lyricopera.org/nameaseat or call 312.827.5686.
Estate Gifts

The following estates have generously provided gifts of bequests and other planned gifts to Lyric. Due to space limitations, listings include only planned bequests received in the past three years. With deepest regards, Lyric commemorates and remembers those departed Lyric patrons who have honored us with these most profound commitments.

Donald Alderman
Judith Anderson
Mrs. Roger Anderson
Constance & Lucina Barbantini
Judy Bober
Dr. Gregory L. Boshart
Joan Brugger
Jacqueline Brunik
Dr. Mary Louise Hirsh Burger &
Mr. William Burger
Terry J. Burgeson
Muriel A. Burnet
Wiley Caldwell
June Choate
Ellen Clasen
Ellen Cole Charitable
Remainder Trust
John C. Coleman Family
Foundation
Ross & Vivian Conner Trusts
Barbara Cousemann
Mrs. Campbell de Frise
Ellen Clasen
Marjorie Louise deBoos
Barbara K. DeCoster
Victoria Deuty
George Devron
Azle Dick
Edward Elsberg
Daniel R. Zillmann
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Dorothy V. Ramm+
Linda Raschke
Christina Rashid
Mr. & Mrs. Keith A. Reed
Michael & Susan "Holly" Reiter+
Evelyn R. Richer+
Jennie M. Rieger
Charles & Marilyn Rivkin+
Carol Roberts+
Mary Raffetto-Robins
Jadwiga Roguska-Kyts, M.D.,
in memory of Robert Kyts
Sylvie Romanowski+
James & Janet Rosenbaum
J. Kenneth & Susan T. Rosko+
Chatka Ruggiero+
Joseph C. Russo
Dennis Ryan
Louise M. Ryssmann+
Eugene Ryzm, in memory of
Adaline Ryzm+
David Sachs
Suzanne & William Samuels
Dr. & Mrs. Anthony J. Schaeffer+
Mary T. Schafer+
Philip & Sylvia Spertus+
Ms. Gay K. Stanek+
James Staples+
Sherie B. Stein+
J. Allyson Stern+

Claudia Winkler+
Nora Winsberg
Mr. David Winter
Florence Winters+
Stephen R. Winters &
Don D. Curtis+
Brien & Cathy Wloch+
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. Wood II+
Mrs. William Wunder
Daniel R. Zillmann

ESTATE GIFTS

More information about becoming an Ardis Krainik Society member and the related levels and benefits associated with that generous support is available through Lyric’s Gift Planning Office at 312.827.5654 or gift_planning@lyricopera.org.

+ Donor to 2021 or 2022 campaigns, as of September 9, 2021.
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Corporate partnership

Lyric appreciates the generosity of its corporate partners.

**ARIA SOCIETY**
$1,000,000 and above

Grainger, Invesco QQQ

$250,000 to $499,999

Abbott Fund

$100,000 to $249,999

American Airlines, BMO Harris Bank, Bulley & Andrews, ITW

Kirkland & Ellis, Make It Better Media Group, Northern Trust, Willkie Farr & Gallagher

**VIRTUOSO CIRCLE BENEFACTORS**
$75,000 to $99,999

Aon, McDermott Will & Emery, US Bank

**MAESTRO CIRCLE BENEFACTORS**
$50,000 to $74,999

Bank of America, Fellowes

**COMPOSER CIRCLE BENEFACTORS**
$35,000 to $49,999

Allstate

**ARTIST CIRCLE BENEFACCTOR**
$25,000 to $34,999

Baketry, CIBC, CNA, Conagra Foundation, Ropes & Gray, Sipi
PREMIER PATRONS
$15,000 to $24,999
Anonymous
ComEd, an Exelon Company
Wintrust Community Banks

DISTINGUISHED PATRONS
$10,000 to $14,999
Alexander & Alexander, Attorneys at Law
Baird
Chicago White Metal Charitable Foundation
Crowe LLP
KPMG LLP
Mayer Brown LLP
MUFG

DEVOTEES
$3,000 to $3,999
American Agricultural Insurance Company

AFFICIONADOS
$1,000 to $1,999
Bumper Lanes Marketing
Midwest Cargo Systems, Inc.
Miller Shakman Levine & Feldman

PARTNERS
$4,000 to $4,999
Entercom
Howard & Howard Attorneys PLLC
Michuda Construction, Inc.

MATCHING GIFTS
AbbVie
Allstate Giving Campaign
Bank of America Foundation
Bevery Community Impact Fund
Boston Consulting Group
BP Matching Funds Programs
Caterpillar Foundation Inc.
Cybergrants
Emerson Electric Company
Exelon Foundation
GE Foundation
HSBC - North America
IBM Corporation
ITW Foundation
JPMorgan Chase Foundation
Kirkland & Ellis
John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation
Motorola Foundation
Network for Good
Peoples Gas
PepsiCo Foundation
PNC Foundation
Polk Bros. Foundation
Salesforce
Synchrony Bank
TIFF Charitable Foundation
United Way Metro Chicago
US Bank
W. W. Grainger, Inc.
William Blair
YourCause

SPECIAL THANKS
American Airlines for its 39-year partnership as the Official Airline of Lyric Opera of Chicago.

CORT Furniture Rentals for its generous conference room furniture partnership.

Willkie Farr & Gallagher and Craig C. Martin, Chairman, Midwest, for the firm’s pro bono legal services throughout the year.

Warner Classics as the Official Education and Promotion Music Provider.

IN-KIND GIFTS
American Airlines, Inc.
Brush Creek Ranch
Coco Pazzo
Crain-Maling Foundation
Dentons US LLP
Fellowes, Inc.
Shure Incorporated

Lyric Opera of Chicago acknowledges support from the Illinois Arts Council Agency.

Lyric Opera of Chicago is a member of OPERA America.

To learn more about corporate partnership opportunities, please contact Chelsea Lauing, Philanthropy Officer - Institutional Partnerships at clauing@lyricopera.org or 312.827.5762.

Listings include donors whose gifts or pledges were received by September 9, 2021.
Annual individual and foundation support

Lyric recognizes and appreciates gifts to its operating campaign made by generous individuals, foundations, and government organizations. Their continued support is vital.

**ARIA SOCIETY**
$1,000,000 and above

- **ANONYMOUS**
- **MIRIAM U. HOOVER FOUNDATION**
- **THE NEGAUNEE FOUNDATION**

**$500,000 to $999,999**

- The Butler Family Foundation
- Sylvia Neil and Daniel Fischel
- Gael Neeson and Stefan Edlis
- J. Christopher and Anne N. Reyes Foundation
- Robert and Penelope Steiner Family Foundation

**$250,000 to $499,999**

- ANONYMOUS
- Henry M. & Gilda R. Buchbinder Family
- Julius Frankel Foundation
- Mr. & Mrs. Dietrich M. Gross
- Josef & Margot Lakonishok
- Lauter McDougal Charitable Fund
- Lisbeth Stiffel
- Donna Van Eekeren Foundation
- Zell Family Foundation
Lyric Opera of Chicago

$100,000 to $249,999

ANONYMOUS DONORS (2)

Mrs. James S. Aagaard

Paul M. Angell

Family Foundation

Julie & Roger Baskes

Marlys Beider

Randy L. & Melvin R. Berlin

Marion A. Cameron-Gray

Elizabeth F. Cheney Foundation

Elizabeth F. Cheney

Mrs. John V. Crowe

Sonia Florian

Amanda C. Fox

Ethel & William Gofen

Howard L. Gottlieb & Barbara G. Greis

Gramma Fisher Foundation of Marshalltown, Iowa


James & Brenda Grusecki

John R. Halligan Charitable Fund

John R. Halligan

The Harris Family Foundation

Caryn & King Harris and Pam Friend Szokol

Julian Family Foundation

Lori Julian

Mike & Lindy Keiser

Patricia A. Kenney & Gregory J. O’Leary

° deceased
$100,000 to $249,999
Continued

THE RICHARD P. & SUSAN KIPHART FAMILY
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Krehbiel

Mazza Foundation
Joseph O. Rubinelli, Jr., Mary Jane Rubinelli, Nicholas J. Lavezzorio, & Joan Lavezzorio Schniedwind

Susan & Robert Morrison

Elizabeth Morse Charitable Trust
Elizabeth Morse Genius

Allan & Elaine Muchin

Jerome and Elaine Nerenberg Foundation
Jerry & Elaine Nerenberg

John D. & Alexandra C. Nichols

Mr. & Mrs. William A. Osborn

PENNY PRITZKER & BRYAN TRAUBERT

Richard O. Ryan

EARL AND BRENDA SHAPIRO FOUNDATION

Lois B. Siegel

Dr. Scholl Foundation
Jack & Catherine Scholl

Nancy S. Searle

* deceased
VIRTUOSO CIRCLE
BENEFACTOR
$75,000 to $99,999
Anonymous
Robin Angly & Miles Smith
David Q. & Mary H. Bell
Eisen Family Foundation
The Hearst Foundations
The Knowles Foundation
Rose L. Shure & Sidney N. Shure
Lois B. Siegel
Ms. Gay K. Stanek
Mary Stowell
Pam Friend Szokol

MAESTRO CIRCLE
BENEFACTOR
$50,000 to $74,999
Anonymous Donors (3)
Dr. & Mrs. Arthur J. Atkinson, Jr.
Ms. Ellen Alberding
The Beaubien Family
Cellmer/Neal Foundation Fund
The Chicago Community Trust
Sarah Crane
Nancy Dehmilow
Donald & Anne Edwards
James & Deborah Fellowes
Elaine S. Frank Fund
Maurice & Patricia Frank
Mira Frohmayer & Sandra Sweet
Lloyd A. Fry Foundation
Ruth Ann M. Gillis &
Michael J. McGinnis

ARTIST CIRCLE
BENEFACTOR
$25,000 to $34,999
Anonymous Donors (3)
Ken & Amy Aldridge
Paul & Mary Anderson
Robert and Isabelle Bass
Foundation, Inc.
Diane & Michael Beemer
Norman & Virginia Bobins/
The Robert Thomas Bobins
Foundation
Molly Boedl
Heidi Heutel Bohn
Dr. & Mrs. Mark Bowen
Betty Bradshaw
Buehler Family Foundation

COMPOSER CIRCLE
BENEFACTOR
$35,000 to $49,999
Anonymous
The Barker Welfare Foundation
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas A. Broadie
Greg & Mamie Case
Joyce E. Chelberg
Mr. & Mrs. Michael P. Cole
Vinay Couto & Lynn Vincent
Virginia & Gary Gerst
The Edgar D. Jannotta Family
Annie & Greg Jones
Burton X. & Sheli Rosenberg
Segal Family Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. James M. Trapp
Cynthia Vahlkamp & Robert Kenyon
Mrs. J. W. Van Gorkom
Dr. David H. Whitney &
Juliana Chyu

PREMIER PATRON
$15,000 to $24,999
Anonymous Donors (4)
Richard Abram & Paul Chandler
Mr. & Mrs. Stuart Applebaum
Judith Barnard & Michael Fain
Ron & Queta Bauer
James N. & Laurie Bay
Mr. & Mrs. Ron Beata
Mr. & Mrs. Merrill E. Blau
Mr. & Mrs. John Jay Borland
Winston & Lally Brown
Drs. Walter & Anne-Marie
Bruyninckx
Marie Campbell
Ann Coleman
Allan Drebin
Stephen Dunbar
Erika E. Erich
Sonja & Conrad Fischer
Lafayette J. Ford
Gordon & Ann Getty
Mr. Jack Graber
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Gray
Maria C. Green & Oswald G. Lewis
Joan W. Harris
Mr. Judith & Mr. Mark C. Hibbard
James & Mary Houston
Mr. & Mrs. Roger B. Hull
Capt. Bernardo Iorgulescu,
USMC Memorial Fund
Laurie & Michael Jaffe
Mr. & Mrs. L. D. Jorndt
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. King
Mary Beth Kretz & Robert Baum
Dr. M. S.W. Lee
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Continued

Mr. & Mrs. William C. Vance
and Mrs. Herbert Vance
Carol & William Vance
Roberta L. Washlow &
Robert J. Washlow

Richard W. Shepro &
Lindsay E. Roberts
Morris Silverman &
Lori Ann Komisar
Kevin & Dana Smith
Bill and Orli Staley Foundation
Dr. Cynthia V. Staffacker
Cheryl T. Thomas
Mr. & Mrs. Richard L. Thomas
Virginia Tobison
Robert L. Turner
Mr. & Mrs. Richard G. Weinberg
Drs. Joan & Russ Zajtchuk
Anne Zenzer & Dominick DeLuca
DISTINGUISHED PATRON
$10,000 to $14,999
Anonymous Donors (12)
Katherine A. Abelsohn
John & Ann Amboian
Mr. & Mrs. Larry A. Barden
Paul and Robert Barker Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. William H. Baumgartner, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. George Bayly
C. Bekerian, M.D.
Ross & Patricia D. Bender
John and Rosemary Brown
Family Foundation
Joy Buddig
Margarita Chavez
City of Chicago Department of Cultural Affairs and Special Events
Thomas A. Clancy & Dana I. Green
Winnie & Bob Crawford
Susan E. Cremin
Marsha Crazan & Tom McGinnis
Gerry & Randee Curciarello
Dr. & Mrs. Tapas K. Das Gupta
Sally Davidson
Deyck Charitable Foundation
Shawn M. Donnelley & Christopher M. Kelly
Fred L. Drucker & Hon. Rhoda S. Drucker
Bernard T. Dunke
Richard B. Egen
Dr. & Mrs. James O. Ertle
Marilyn D. Ezri, M.D.
The Ferguson-Yntema Family Charitable Trust
Film Funds Trust Funds
Theresa M. Forsythe
Mr. Steven L. Fradkin
Don & Abby Funk
Carl A. and Fern B. Gaenslen Charitable Giving Fund
Ms. Elizabeth O. Gerathy
Brent & Katie Gledhill
Mary & Lionel Go
Bruce A. Gober, M.D.
Judy & Bill Goldberg
Mr. & Mrs. Rodney L. Goldstein
Mr. Gerald & Dr. Colette Gordon
Phillip & Norma Gordon
Chester A. Gougis & Shelley Ochab
David & Elizabeth Graham
Mrs. Mary Winton Green
James R. Grimes
Daniel Groteke & Patricia Taplick
Anders & Donna Gustafsson
Joan M. Hall
Dr. James & Mrs. Susan Hanningan
John Hart & Carol Prins
Lynn Hauser & Neil Ross
Michael & Leigh Huston
Dr. Carolyn & Dr. Paul Jarvis
Jessen Family in Memory of Howard E. Jessen & Susanne C. Jessen
Sarah & Kip Kelley II
Elizabeth Khalil & Peter Belytschko
Dr. Katherine Knight
Albert & Rita Lacher
Lemont Fund
Michael A. Leppen
Bernard* & Averill Levinon
Francine Manilow
Mr. & Mrs. Robert S. and Sandra E. Marjan
Mr. & Mrs. Richard P. Mayer
Shari Mayes
Mr. & Mrs. James A. McClung
Erna S. Medgyesy
Terry J. Medhurst
Melanie McDonald
Dhun Mehta
Ms. Britt M. Miller
Mr. & Mrs. Christopher Milliken
Mrs. Bill & Elaine Moore
Corinne S. Morrissey
Brendan & Suzanne Mulshine
Ms. Cherilyn G. Murer
Mr. & Mrs. Michael E. Murphy
Music Performance Trust Fund
Phyllis Neiman
John Nigh
Kenneth R. Norgan
Carol "Mickey" Norton
Julian Oettinger
Mr. & Mrs. Bruno Pasquinielli
Mrs. Vernon J. Pelouchoud
The Family of Seymour H. Persky
Laurie & Michael Petersen
Prince Charitable Trusts
Mrs. Diana Prince
Bonnie Pritchard
Irene D. Prittke
Mr. & Mrs. William Revelle
Rocco & Cheryl Romano
J. Kenneth & Susan T. Rosko
George & Terry Rose Saunders
Curt G. Schmitt
Alan Schriesheim & Kay Torshen
George & Joan Segal
Mr. & Mrs. Richard J. L. Senior
Irene and Michael Shaw
Charitable Trust
The Shubert Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Alejandro Silva
Irene Simmons
Larry G. Simpson
The Siragusa Family Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. John R. Siragusa
Craig Sirles
Patricia Arrington Smythe
Carol Sonnenchein Sadow
Gene & Jean Stark
Ellen & Jim Stirling
Mr. & Mrs. Harvey Struthers
Dr. & Mrs. Arnold Tatar
Angela Tenta, M.D.
Ms. Carla M. Thorpe
Mrs. Theodore D. Tiekjen
Mr. & Mrs. Richard P. Toft
Mr. & Mrs. Robert W. Turner
Kenaia & Peter Turula
Mr. & Mrs. Henry Underwood
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Van Nice
Scott D. Vandermyde
David J. Varnerin
Albert R. Walovich
Dan & Patty Walsh
Kim* & Miles D. White
Dr. & Mrs. Peter Willson
Stephen R. Winters
Marsha & David Woodhouse
Debbie K. Wright
John and Evonne Yonover

PATRON
$5,000 to $9,999
Anonymous Donors (16)
Mr. Gerald Adelman
Mr. & Mrs. Gary R. Allee
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Aresco
Richard & Harriet Arons
Susan & Bob Arthur
Peter & Lucy Ascoli Family Fund
Margaret Atherton & Robert Schwarz
Mr. Philip Austin
Robert S. Bartolone
Louise Bass
Mark & Judy Bednar
Daniel J. Bender
Mr. & Mrs. D. Theodore Berghorst
Mr. & Mrs. Turney P. Berry
Lisa Lottene N. Betterman
Patrick J. Bitterman
Mr. Andrew Blair
Mr. & Mrs. Andrew K. Block
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen A. Bologowski, Jr.
Laurence & Patricia Booth
Mrs. Susan Bowey
Dandelia (Dea) Brennan
Mr. & Mrs. Allan Bulley, III
Rosemarie & Dean L. Buntrock
Christopher Carlo & Robert Cheney
David & Ori Carpenter
Mrs. Warren M. Chos
Heinke K. Clark
Mrs. Christina Collins
Jane B. Colman
Francesca Cornelli & Stuart Bradley
Laura Cox
Scott Cozad
The Cozad Family
Francesca Cremin & Pamela Crutchfield
The Dancing Skies Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Avrum H. Dannen
Rathin Datta
Harry & Marianne Dennis
Dr. & Mrs. Anthony DiGianfilippo
Mr. Charles Droue & Mrs. Julie A. Wroblewski
Richard & Ingrid Dubberke
Hon. Frank Easterbrook & Mrs. Englert Easterbrook
John Edelman & Suzanne Krohn
Miss Gay Elline
Cherylann A. Elliott
Susanna & Helmut Epp
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen Etherington
Kathleen Field Orr & Dr. Edward S. Ogata
Elizabeth W. Fischer
Mr. & Mrs. James V. Franch
Ms. Lily Gash
Ms. Shauna Gibson
Gerard & Michal Ginsburg
Mr. & Mrs. Stanford Goldblatt
Helyn D. Goldenberg
Alfred G. Goldstein
Dr. Steven A. Gould
Greene Family Foundation
Glen & Claire Hackmann
The Blanny A. Hagenah Family Fund
Mr. & Mrs. M. Hill Hammock
Mr. Jeffrey D. Hanna
Mr. John M. Hartigan
Mr. & Mrs. Julian W. Harvey
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas C. Heagy
Mrs. Thomas D. Heath
Mrs. O. J. Heestand, Jr.
Dr. Allen W. Heinemann & Dr. William Borden
Dr. & Mrs. Arthur L. Herbst
Thomas W. & Helen C. Hill
Sandra Hoffman
Cynthia & Ron Holmberg
Mrs. Richard S. Holson, Jr.
Hiromi Ishikawa
Ronald & Betty Jacquet
Dr. & Mrs. Todd & Peggy Janus
Dr. Nora Jaskowiak & Mr. Matthew Hinerfield
Mary Ann Karris
Mr. & Mrs. Neil T. Kawashima
Nancy Rita Kaz
Kate T. Kestnbaum
Marlin Kinney
Mark & Betty Kjeldgaard
Mr. & Mrs. LeRoy C. Klem
Thomas A. Kmetko & Rafael Leon
Mrs. Jackie Knight
Victoria M. Kohn
Elden & Patricia Kreider
Dr. & Mrs. Ken N. Kuo
Jeanne LaDuke
Ms. Natasia S. Lampe
Mr. Craig Lancaster & Ms. Charlene T. Handler
Lannan Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen Lans
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Jeffrey & Elise Lennard
Dr. Zafra Lerman
Pamela Forbes Lieberman
Anne & Craig Linn
Laurel Appell Lipkin
Knoll & Gabrielle Long
Dorette Luke
Jennifer Malpass
Mr. & Mrs. Miles Marsh
Laura & Craig Martin
Mr. Andrew Mason
Thomas J. McCormick
Marilyn McCoy &
Charles R. Thomas
Judith W. McCue &
Howard M. McCue III
Dr. Walter S. Melion &
Dr. John M. Clum
Mr. & Mrs. Stanley W. Mize
John & Etta McKenna
Florence D. McMillan
Mr. & Mrs. Andrew McNally V
Bill Mealed & Jamey Lundblad
Lois Melvoin
Mary Lou & Jack Miller
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Moore
Yana Nedevtsky
John H. Nelson
Zehava L. Noah
Renate P. Norum
Mr. & Mrs. James J. O’Connor
Brian O’Dea
Mr. John G. Palfrey &
Mrs. Catherine A. Carter
Pat & Lara Pappas
Mr. & Mrs. Donald Patterson
Michael W. Payette
Mr. & Mrs. Greg Pearlman
Mr. & Mrs. John Pepe
Jean Perkins & Leland Hutchinson
Sandra & Michael Perlow
Jim & Polly Pierce
Harvey R. & Madeleine P. Plonsker
Mrs. Jay Pritzer
Jennifer N. Pritzker
John Rau
Candy & Gary Ridgway
Charles & Marilyn Rivkin
Carol Roberts
Saul & Sarah Rosen
Maisha & Robert Rosner
Norman Sackar
Linda Samuelson & Joel Howell
Erica L. Sandner
Ms. Inez Saunders
Betty & Jack Schafer
Karla Scherer
David Schiffman
The Schroeder Foundation
Dr. S. P. Shah
Sherie Coren Shapiro
Adele Simmons
Dr. & Mrs. R. John Solaro
Joan M. Solbeck
Ardath & Connie Solsrud
James A. Staples
Dusan Stefoski & Craig Savage
Doris F. Sternberg
Ralph & Sally Stoll
Mr. Michael Strautmanis

MinSook Suh
Mr. O. Thomas Thomas &
Mrs. Sandra Inara Thomas
L. Kristofer Thomsen
Myron & Karen Hietko Tierksy
Mr. Michael Tobin, M.D.
Mr. Charles Todd &
Mr. Mario Cervantes
Howard & Paula Trienens
Foundation
Elizabeth K. Tweed
Lori L. & John R. Twombly
Frances & Peter Vandervoort
Raita Vilnins
Pam & David Waad
Dr. Catherine L. Webb
Marilee & Richard Weinman
Hillery & Barry Weinstein
Family Foundation
Michael Welsh & Linda Brummer
David & Linda Wesselink
Howard S. White
Claudia Winkler
Mr. & Mrs. Brien Wloch
Paul Wood & The Honorable
Corinne Wood
Stephanie Wood
Mark & Randi Woodworth
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Woolever
Owen & Linda Youngman

Lyric Opera of Chicago

Lyric is one of the crown jewels of
Chicago. Having a world-class opera
helps make us a world-class city and
I enjoy being part of something that
does that.

Elton A.

Anonymous Donors (9)
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Aaron
Ms. & Mrs. Rana & Albert Baladi
Mr. & Mrs. Gregory Benesh
Mr. & Mrs. John Benko
Ms. Elizabeth Blinderman
John Blosser
Mr. & Mrs. James Bramsen
Philip Brillant
Leona & Daniel Bronstein
Dr. Jack Bulmash
Mr. & Mrs. Sheila Burke
Susan Burkhartd
Robert & Emily Carroll
Karen & John Crotty
Robert Curley
Mrs. Marcia W. Dam
Mr. & Mrs. Charles G. Denison
Marlyn & Terry Diamond
Bernard J. & Sally Dobroski
Maureen Dooley
La Ferrenn & Philip Engel
Mr. & Mrs. Kevin Ewanich
R. Michael Flores, M.D. &
Prof. Alan Grigg
Rhoda & Henry Frank Family
Foundation
Dr. Susan R. Goldman
Motoko Goto
Ms. Hannah H. Gray
Mr. & Mrs. Heinz Grob
Mr. & Mrs. David L. Grumman
Solomon Gustein
Allan & Vivian Hager
Kimberlee S. Herold
James Huntington Foundation
John G. & Betty C. Jacobsen
Charlene Jacobsen
The Jobs Initiative Chicago
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Kallman
Judith L. Kaufman
Diana & Neil King
Mr. & Mrs. John E. Kirkpatrick
Eileen H. Klemen
Jean Klingenstein
David Levinson & Kathy Kirk
Ms. Jody Lewis
Sherry & Mel Lopata
Craig & Jane Love
Mr. George Murphy
Dr. & Mrs. Joseph H. Oyama
Ms. Lynne L. Pantalena
George R. Paterson &
Allen J. Frantzen
Drs. Sarunas & Jolanta Peckus

Mr. Jeffrey Pickus &
Ms. Mary C. Downie
Dr. Joe Pisacor
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas M. Pool
Mrs. Elke Rehbock
Jerry & Carole Ringer
Drs. Cynthia & Gary Ruoff
Dr. Itai Seggev & Dr. Dara Goldman
Bill & Harlan Stropshire
Ross A. Slotten & Ted Grady
Bill & Orii Staley Foundation
Andrea & Mark Taylor
Gayle & Glenn R. Tilley
Dulcie L. Truitt
Phil & Paula Turner
Eric Vaang
Susan L. Wagner
Louis Weber
Dr. & Mrs. Lawrence W. Wick
F. C. Winters
Sarah R. Wolff & Joel L. Handelman

BARBARA BARZANSKY
Ms. Anne Armstrong
Dr. Eva Redel
Mrs. John H. Andersen
Eric A. Anderson
Dr. Edward Applebaum &
Dr. Eva Redel
Ms. Anne Armstrong
Sussann Ball
Barbara Barzansky
Mr. & Mrs. Robert D. Baldwin
Sandra M. Bass
Bastian Voice Institute

GEOFFREY BAYER & ANNA LAM
Joan Berman
Mrs. Arthur Billings
Ms. Virginia Boenhe
Richard Boyum & Louie Chu
Warren & Patricia Buckler
Fairbank & Lynne Carpenter
Mr. Henry Clark &
Mrs. Elizabeth Simon
Mr. & Ms. Douglas Cohen
Mr. Marvin B. Cohen
Dr. Frank F. Conlon
Ms. Cecilia Conrad
Dr. Peter & Beverly Ann Conroy
Ms. Patricia S. Crise
Robert C. Cronin

Ms. Elaine Cue

$4,000 to $4,999

Barbara Flynn Currie
Mr. & Mrs. John DeWolfe
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen Diamond
Don Draper
Susan Duehl
Dr. Deirdre Dupre &
Dr. Robert Golub
Deane Ellis
Richard Ernst & Claudine Malik
Mr. & Mrs. Rick Erwin
Thomas & Jean Evans
Suja Finnerty
Anita D. Flournoy
Stephan & Rosamund Forrest
Adrian Foster
Ms. Irene M. Fox
Arthur L. Frank, M.D.
Mr. & Ms. Ivar Freiman
Ronald Gannelen
Stephen & Elizabeth Geer
Mr. Robert Gienko, Jr.
Gaylord & William Gieseke
David L. Gitomer
Ms. & Mr. Richard Hargrove
Ms. Lynne L. Pantalena
Dr. Peter & Beverly Ann Conroy
Mr. & Mrs. Robert D. Baldwin
Sandra M. Bass
Bastian Voice Institute

$3,000 to $3,999

Barbara Flynn Currie
Mr. & Mrs. John DeWolfe
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen Diamond
Don Draper
Susan Duehl
Dr. Deirdre Dupre &
Dr. Robert Golub
Deane Ellis
Richard Ernst & Claudine Malik
Mr. & Mrs. Rick Erwin
Thomas & Jean Evans
Suja Finnerty
Anita D. Flournoy
Stephan & Rosamund Forrest
Adrian Foster
Ms. Irene M. Fox
Arthur L. Frank, M.D.
Mr. & Ms. Ivar Freiman
Ronald Gannelen
Stephen & Elizabeth Geer
Mr. Robert Gienko, Jr.
Gaylord & William Gieseke
David L. Gitomer
Ms. & Mr. Richard Hargrove
Ms. Lynne L. Pantalena
Dr. Peter & Beverly Ann Conroy
Mr. & Mrs. Robert D. Baldwin
Sandra M. Bass
Bastian Voice Institute
There are moments in opera performances that touch and humanize us.

**Michael H. and Nancy R.**
Opera makes me feel connected to human history—all of the emotions and experiences and wonder of our creative existence, refined and expressed over millennia.

**Thomas G.**
Lyric Opera of Chicago

Mr. & Mrs. James G. Ellis
Peter Emery
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Epner
Wolfgang & Edna Epstein
Ms. Suzanne Faber
Dr. Robert A. Fajardo
William & Shelley Farley
Dr. Elizabeth Feldman &
Mr. Henry A. Feldman, Jr.
Mrs. Sandra Feriubach &
Eric Russell
Dr. & Mrs. Morris A. Fisher
James Fitzgerald
Ms. Karen E. Flanagan
Mr. John H. Flannigan
William A. Fliege
Robert Fles
Patrice Fletcher
Nona C. Flores
Paul Fong
Edwin Fontaine

Scott Gomez
Jerry Goodman
Ms. Ingrid Gould
Mr. & Mrs. Delmon Grapes
Tim & Joyce Greening
Ginger Griffin
John R. Grimes
Ms. Wendy Griswold
Matthias Grosse Perdekamp
Mrs. Rita Grunwald
Miss Cheryl L. Haack
Jennifer Haar
Mary E. Hallman
Carl Halperin
Mr. Stephen Ham
Charles Hampole & Frances Bly
Dean P. Hansen
Sue Hanson
Charles Hanusin
Ms. Barbara A. Harcourt
Steven Harris

Dr. & Mrs. Craig T. January
Norman Jeddoloh
Don & Susan Jeffers
Barbara Jensen-Schweighauser
Jerry & Judy Johansen
Mr. Vinson M. Johnson
Gwynne & Susan Johnston
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Johnson
Dr. Peter H. Jones &
Marian M. Peary
JS Charitable Trust
Dr. Dorthea Juul
Bette Kahn
Michael Kalata
Janet Kanter
Kerma & John Karoly
Terrence Kavanagh
Mr. & Mrs. Dan Kearney
Larry M. Keer, M.D.
Peter Kempler
Anne & John Kern
Jeffrey R. Kerr
Patricia Kersey & Charles Erlichman
Hansi Kess
Mr. & Mrs. Alpimantas Kezelis
Mr. Basil Kozlos &
Ms. Carol L. Heiman-Kozlos
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. King
Gordon & Carolyn Kirk
Joel Kirkpatrick
Frank & Alice Kleinman
Diane F. Klotnis
Mrs. Carla Knickrehm
Emily and Christopher Knight
Emil J. & Marie D. Kochton
Foundation
John & Mary Kohlmeier
Gera-Lind Kolarik
Edward & Adrienne Kolb
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel Konczal
Ms. Helen Kondos
Mrs. Kirsten Krause
Michael Krc
John Krebs
Mr. & Mrs. Konstanty Krylow
Mr. Stephen Kuh
John & Lynn LaBarbera
Laimons & Kristina Laimins
Suin Laing
Gavin Lambie
Ms. Nancy Lamia
Elisabeth M. Landes
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick Langrehr
Larry Lapidus
Dr. Robert E. Largay
Jules M. Laser
Mr. Xavier Laurans
Laurie Lawton
Dr. & Mrs. Eugene Lee
Mr. & Mrs. Young I. Lee
Mr. & Mrs. Dean & Rebecca Leff
Milton & Toni Lefton
Eileen Leiderman & Ben L. Brener
Laurence Leive
Dr. & Mrs. Peter Letarte
Mrs. Chase C. Levey
Mrs. Nancy Levi
Mr. & Mrs. Robert M. Levin
Mrs. Debbie Levitan
Dr. Judith Lichtenstein
Joan Lieb
Mr. James Liechty
Robert E. Lindgren
Al & Patricia Linnerud

Ms. Dorothy Liphardt
Caroline P. Lippert
Mevon B. Loe
Abby & George Lombardi
Thomas & Susan Long
Matthias Lorenz
Sharon & Henry Lorsch
Brian Lott
Ann Lousin
Michael A. LoVullo Esq.
Ms. Lorna Luebbers
Ms. Debbie Lund
Lutz Family Foundation
Charlene &Gary MacDougal
Mrs. Diane L. Maciewicz
Michael & Denise Mack
Ms. Kim Madden
B. Tracy Madison
Jeffrey & Paula Malik
Thomas Malcolm & James Wicks Jr.
Mr. Stephen Mammasmith
Judy & Robert Marti
David J. Martin
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Martin
Mr. William F. Marutzky
Mr. Howard Masur
Rev. Charles Matt
Mr. Donald Maves
Miles Maxwell
Mrs. John May
Mr. Mark Maysak
Dr. & Mrs. John E. Mazuski
Helen McArdle
Maureen & Michael McCabe
Mr. Patrick McCabe
James & Darlene McCamphell
Mr. John T. McCarthy
Joyce McCarthy
Ms. Michelle McCarthy
James McClain
William & Jeanine McCole
Martin McConnell
Ms. Rita McConville
Alison McCrory
Mr. & Mrs. Jeffrey S. McCreary
Dr. W. & Dr. M.J. McCulloch
Sherry McFall & Kenneth Porrello
Condon McClothlen
Ms. Penny McGuire
Theresa McKelvey
Mr. & Mrs. Leland V. Meader
Mr. Robert Meeker
Ms. Julia Mellow
Mr. & Mrs. Peter M. Mesrobian
Ms. Nancy Meyerson
Mr. Walter B. Michaels
Mr. Adam Michalak
John Middif
Mr. Loren R. Miller III
Barry & Sharon Millman
Mr. & Mrs. Edward S. Mills
Mr. & Mrs. Gary Minnig
Mr. & Mrs. David Minzer
Lee & Barbara Mitchell
Mrs. Charlotte G. Mittler
William Mondi
Jeffrey A. Mono
Steven Montner & Scott Brown
Mark Moore
Mr. & Mrs. William H. Moore IV
Lloyd Morgan
Deborah A. Morin
Steven W. Morris
Ms. Helen H. Morrison

Lance and Marc F.
Due to space limitations, we are unable to list the names of these donors, but their generosity is greatly appreciated.

Lyric is very grateful to the many donors who give gifts of less than $1,000 to our operating campaign.

The following includes donors whose gifts or pledges were received by January 13, 2021.

\* Deceased
Lyric Opera of Chicago

LYRIC OPERA OF CHICAGO

Anthony Freud, OBE, General Director, President & CEO, The Women’s Board Endowed Chair

Enrique Mazzola, Music Director, John D. and Alexandra C. Nichols Endowed Chair

Renée Fleming, Special Projects Advisor

Drew Landmesser, Deputy General Director and Chief Operating Officer

Elizabeth Hurley, Chief Advancement Officer

Robert La. Lane, Chief Financial and Administrative Officer

Paul Gunning, Vice President and Chief Marketing Officer

Robert C. Goodwin, Vice President, Lyric Unlimited - Learning & Creative Engagement

Anna Mattson, Vice President, Development

Ursula McWhorter, Vice President, People & Culture

Andreas Melinat, Vice President, Artistic Planning

Vincente F. Millianti, Vice President, Finance

Dan Novak, Vice President and Director, Ryan Opera Center The Ryan Opera Center Board Endowed Chair

Will Raj, Vice President, Information Technology

Kate Sheehan, Vice President for Principal Gifts

Michael Smallwood, Vice President and Technical Director, Allan and Elaine Muchin Endowed Chair

OFFICE OF THE GENERAL DIRECTOR

Anthony Freud, OBE, General Director, President & CEO, The Women’s Board Endowed Chair

Linda Nguyen, Manager, Office of the General Director

Gregg Valentine, Executive Assistant, Office of the General Director

OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY GENERAL DIRECTOR

Drew Landmesser, Deputy General Director and Chief Operating Officer

Joshua Carroll, Director of Environmental Health and Safety

Michael Schoening, Operations Finance Director

Tabitha Boorsma, Operations Associate

Ann Owens, Operations and Commissioning Consultant

ARTISTIC

Andreas Melinat, Vice President, Artistic Planning

Cory Lappello, Director of Artistic Programs

Evamarie Wieser, Casting Consultant

ADVANCEMENT

Elizabeth Hurley, Chief Advancement Officer

Leigh Folta, Manager, Board of Directors

Felicia Coleman, Executive Assistant to the Chief Advancement Officer

Development

Anna Mattson, Vice President, Development

Mike Biver, Senior Director of Gift Planning

Scott Podraska, Senior Director, Fund for Lyric and Development Operations

Angela DeStefano, Senior Philanthropy Officer

Jonathan P. Siner, Senior Director of Gift Planning

Kristen Biggah, Philanthropy Officer

Chelsea Lauer, Philanthropy Officer, Institutional Partnerships

Jennifer Mindrum, Associate Director, Gift Planning

Meghan Poli, Associate Director of the Fund for Lyric

Claire Ryan, CFRE, Associate Director of Institutional Partnerships

Paul D. Sprecher, Philanthropy Officer

Erik Dohner, Fund for Lyric Coordinator

Mason Stahl, Development Services Coordinator

Brea Williams, Development Services Coordinator

Kale Sheehan, Vice President for Principal Gifts

Lawrence DePil lar, Senior Director of Development, Principal Gifts

Kendria Perry-Madden, Senior Director of Development, Principal Gifts

Linda Macias, Associate Director, Principal Gifts

Deborah Hare, Senior Director of the Boards and Special Events

Marissa Lerman, Fundraising Events Manager

Nick Roman, Manager, Boards

Claire French, Special Events Associate

Jonah Levi-Paeksky, Coordinator, Boards (Guild Board, Chapters, and Lyric Young Professionals)

Lydia Spettel, Coordinator, Boards (Women’s Board and Ryan Opera Center Board)

Allison VerSteegh, Special Events Coordinator

Marketing and Communications

Paul Gunning, Vice President and Chief Marketing Officer

Janie Baggsdale, Marketing and Public Relations Coordinator

Tracy Gallagher Young, Senior Director, Marketing & Audience Development

Brittany Gonzalez Camuy, Director of Group Sales

David Nutt, Director of Sales and Advertising

Megan Elk, Lyric Unlimited Marketing Associate

Jake Fruend, Graphic Design Specialist

Jessica Petruzzo, Marketing Creative Project Associate

Victoria Pizzuto, Marketing Associate, Advertising & Promotions

Holly H. Gilson, Senior Director, Communications

Michael Solomon, Director of Media Relations

Kalin M. Jordan, Public Relations Manager

David Zivan, Program Book Editor

Brad Dunn, Senior Director of Digital Initiatives

Samantha Berger, Digital Fundraising Manager

Michael Musick, E-Commerce Manager

Amanda Reitenbach, Manager of Social Media and Content

Andrew Caiffi, Digital Content Producer

Shannan Moore, Digital Marketing Associate

Ticketing Department/ Audience Services

Susan Harrison Niema, Senior Director of Audience Services

John Renfroe, Tessitura Manager

Laura Waters, Customer Service and Call Center Manager

Achilles Bezanis, VIP Ticketing Associate

Emily Brink, VIP Ticketing Coordinator

Kathy Butera, Sydney Cox

Tom Eres

Kelly Figley

Stephanie Gubin

Erin Hogan

Wyatt McCall

Tyler Resto

Joseph Ryan

Danielle Vallandigham, William Vallandigham

Leonard Walker

Rosemary Walsh

Maria Wojtas

Emma Younger

Ticket Staff

COMPANY MANAGEMENT

Ben Bell Bern, Director of Company Management

Kevin Krasinski, Associate Director of Company Management

Jeffrey Jauch, Company Management Associate

Faith Hart

Jordan Lee Braun

Company Management Assistants

Melanie Bacing

Katrina Baching

Kristen Barrett

Bill Walters

Sandra Zamora

Assistant Stage Managers

Alaina Bartkowiak

Daniel Sokalski

Rachel A. Tobias

Hester Warren-Stejin

Sandra Zamora

FINANCE

Robert La. Lane, Chief Financial and Administrative Officer

Vincente F. Millianti, Vice President, Finance

Whitney Bercek, Controller

Nicky Chaybasarskaya, Senior Accountant

Ana Joyce, Senior Accountant

Nancy Ko, Accounting Manager

Faye Eisenberg, Staff Accountant

Peter Hillebrand Bucaro, Accounting Specialist

Erin Johnson, Advancement Budget Analyst

Idalia Andrade, Accounts Payable Associate

Zachary Kurzenberger, Financial Analyst

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Will Raj, Vice President, Information Technology

Eric Hayes, Director of IT Operations

Rita Parida, Director of Data Services

Bill Anderson, Systems Administrator

Bob Helmuth, Systems Administrator

Jessica Keener, Systems Analyst

Coleman Dieffenbach, Technology Support Specialist
Lyric Opera of Chicago

Robert C. Goodwin, Vice President, Lyric Unlimited - Learning & Creative Engagement
Minnie Annis, Learning Programs Manager
Angela Hamilton, Lyric Unlimited Engagement Coordinator

Stephanie Kari, Senior Director of Music Administration
Sarah Cohn, Manager, Chorus and Dancers
Kourtnea Stevenson, Manager, Orchestra and Assistant Conductors
Annika Donnen, Associate Librarian
Christine Janicki, Orchestral Personnel Manager

Ursulla McWhorter, Vice President, People & Culture
Dawn Cerrito, Payroll Director
Stephanie Strong, Director of Compensation, Benefits and HR Operations
Charity Franco, Human Resources Associate
Shanell Reynolds, Payroll Associate
Camilla Fernandez, Human Resources Coordinator
Ericka Carmona-Vega, Talent Acquisition Consultant

John Yelen, Senior Director of Facilities
Megan St. John, Director of Facility Operations
David Jaworski, Porter
Geri LaGiglio, Director of Front of House Operation
Sheila Matthews
Lena Sneed, House Managers
Adam Bumber, House Supervisor
Jason Thomas, Bar Manager

Alyssa Bisanz
Daniel Chavez
Jose Garcia Cineros
Alana Clark
Monica Govea
Kevin Jackson
David Jaworski
Rachel Martinez
Sophia Pape

Ramon Perez
Jesus Rios
Felipe Valadez
Peter Wood
Bartenders/Barbacks
Clara Blakemore
Nina Charlotten
Boris Powell
Coat Check Attendants
Stefan Peters, Maître d’
Patrick Dowling, Patron Services Manager
Elbert Simon, Door Person
Linda Cuellar
Tim Dodel
David Jaworski
Freddie Monroe
Ellen Pone
Kevin Topp
Stage Door Staff
Paulette Alonzi
David Barcena
Patricia Bell
Dominic Blielecki
Summer Burk
Nadine Burnuss
Nila Cabrejos
Daro Cook
Sage Czerwinski
Rickyra Davis
Marlene Delenmore
Kristianna Engbrecht
Dora Forte
Griselda Garcia
Sharon Gaston
Harmon Greenblatt
Louise Gregory
Samantha Griffin
Stuart Hall
Ramona Hawkins
Gina Jacobs
Kristen Jamerson
Bertha Jones
Amy Krueger
Cori Lang
Carl Lawson
Elynn Levell
Marlynn Linn
Destiny Mack
Keisha Matthews
Thomas Miller
Brian Myers
Talia Neidt
Donald Nieder
Terrence O’Brien
Steven Pace
Judith Parker
Alec Perlow
Eduard Pustik
Frank Reckitt
Sharon Reeves
John Rosenthal
Leslie Rowan
Edwinia Schorn
Ursula Shumpert
Mary Thomas
Cynthia Thompson
Gina Tovar
Alexis Vasepoulos
Kathwana West
Cal Willis
Ushers

Gregg Brody
Box Office Manager
Kevin Belsey
Richard Diver
Joseph Dunn
David Fitzgerald
Christian Hinton
Russell Marzullo
Jessica Reinhart
John Thor Sandquist
Allan Varte
Box Office Assistant Treasurers
Joe Minogue,
Chief Engineer
Michael LaPorte,
Lead Engineer
Philip Casica
Anthony Fasano
David Goldberg
Brian Laurence McMahon
Bernard McNeela
Kevin O’Keefe
Thomas Setina
Engineers

Dan Novak, Vice President and Director, Ryan Opera Center, The Ryan Opera Center Board Endowed Chair
Craig Terry, Music Director, The Jannotta Family Endowed Chair
Julia Faulkner, Director of Vocal Studies, Elizabeth F. Cheney Foundation
Susanna McNatt, Manager

Michael Smallwood, Vice President and Technical Director, The Allan and Elaine Muchin Endowed Chair
April Busch, Technical Operations Director
Scott Marr, Wardrobe, Wigs, and Makeup Director
Scott Wolfson, Associate Technical Director
Maria DeFabo Akin, Properties and Scenic Design Director
Chris Maravich, Lighting Director, Mary-Louise and James S. Aarberg Lighting Director Endowed Chair
BenjaminMcCormack,
Assistant Technical Director
Kathryn Johnson,
Properties and Special Projects Coordinator
Sarah Riffle
Bridget Williams
Assistant Lighting Designers
Joe Dockweiler,
Master Carpenter
Mike Reilly, Head Flyman/Automation

Jeffrey Streichhirsch,
Automation Assistant
Chris Barr
Robert Hull, Jr.
Rigging/Automation Assistants
Mark Shanabrough,
Head Shop Carpenter
Brian Grenda,
Layout Carpenter
Drew Trusk,
Head Shop Welder
Bruce Wooduff,
Layout Welder
Richard “Doc” Wren
Dan DiBennardi
Warehouse Coordinators
Dan Donahue
Justin Hull
Ryan McGovern
Assistant Carpenters
Anthony Bernardy
Connor Ingessoli
John Ingersoll
Frank McPartlin
Tyler Gil Ramos
Johnny Rivers
Chase Torringa
Brian Walsh
Carpenters

Anthony Coia, Master Electrician
Soren Erbsak, Board Operator
John Clarke, Jr.
Thomas Hull
Robert Reynolds
Assistant Electricians
Jason Combs
Thomas Fernandez
Gary Grenda
Brian Hobbs
Daniel Kuh
Tristan Ramirez
Asiel Simpson
Jeremy Thomas
Jose Villalpando
Electricians

Nick Charlan,
Head Audio Technician
Matt Eible
Kelvin Ingram
Matt Swiatkowski
Audio Technicians

Charles Reilly,
Property Master
Michael McPartlin,
Properties Crew Head
Phil Marcotte,
Prop Carpenter
Bob Ladd, Armorer
Rachel Boultinghouse,
Upholsterer
Michael Buerger
Michael O’Donnell, Jr.
Granger Cranmer
Assistant Properties
Johnny Collins
Joseph Collins
Adam Gorsky
Robert Harget
Kevin McPartlin

Geoffrey Pender
Taylor Torringa
Properties
Brian Traylor,
Charge Artist
Michael Bensancon
Tim Morrison
Michael Murtough
Scenic Artists
Maureen Reilly,
Costume Design, The Richard P. and Susan Kiphart Endowed Chair
Lucy Lindquist,
Wardrobe Mistress

Louie Barrios
Laurel Clayson
Molly Herman
Kate Keefe
Cecyline Kinder
Krystina Lowe
Bryan McDonald
Kathy Rubel
Joanna Rzepek
Marguerite Scott
Ewa Szylak
Barbara Szyllo
Megan Turner
Isaac Turner
Kristi Wood
Maggie Zabierski
Wardrobe Staff

Samantha Holmes,
Wardrobe Crew Head
Scott Barker
Lauren Crotty
Dawn Marie Hamilton
David Hough
Charlie Junkes
Wendy McCoy
Moirra O’Neil
Dulce Santillan
Chris Valente
Roger Weir
Dressers

Sarah Hatten, Wigmaster and Makeup Designer,
The Marlys Beiderheim Endowed Chair
Allison Burkholler, Department Coordinator

Necole Bluhm
Martha Contreras
Brittany Crismon
Krista D’Agostino
Eric Daniels
Mattison Drobney
June Gearon
AnSLey Hughes
Chantelle Marie Johnson
Lynn Korosidis
Robert Kuper
Claire Moore
Megan Pirtle
Olivia Roach
Rick Salazar
Emily Santiago
Rachel Stiles
Pat Tomlinson
Franzessa Valus
Emily Young
Wig and Makeup Department
Artistic roster

**SOPRANOS**
- Keri Alkema
- Michelle Bradley
- Teresa Castillo
- Lila Dufy
- Jacqueline Echols
- Mathilda Edge
- Ying Fang
- Alexandra Loutsion
- Maria Novella Malfatti
- Ana María Martínez
- Latonia Moore
- Whitney Morrison
- Ailyn Pérez
- Sondra Radvanovsky
- Liv Redpath
- Gabriella Reyes
- Brittany Renée Robinson
- Ann Toomey
- Talise Trevigne
- Denis Vélez
- Boya Wei

**MEZZO-SOPRANOS**
- Katherine Beck
- Katherine DeYoung
- Kathleen Felty
- Deborah Nansteel
- Stephanie Sanchez
- Taylor Raven
- Annie Rosen

**BARITONES**
- Justin Austin
- Leroy Davis
- Norman Garrett
- Levi Hernandez
- Joshua Hopkins
- Christopher Kenney
- Steven LaBrie
- Will Liverman
- Zachary Nelson
- Edward Parks
- Huw Montague Rendall
- Daniel Scofield
- Reginald Smith, Jr.
- Fabián Veloz
- Ethan Vincent
- Grant Youngblood

**BASS-BARITONES**
- Craig Colclough
- Calvin Griffin
- Alan Higgs
- Kyle Ketelsen
- Christian Van Horn

**BASSES**
- Raymond Aceto
- Andrew Harris
- Rivers Hawkins
- Tareq Nazmi
- Anthony Reed

**CONDUCTORS**
- Daniela Candillari
- Sir Andrew Davis
- Jordan de Souza
- Karen Kamensek
- Eun Sun Kim
- Enrique Mazzola

**DIRECTORS**
- Suzanne Andrade
- Camille A. Brown
- James Darrah
- Barrie Kosky
- David McVicar
- Louisa Muller
- Tobias Ritbitzi
- James Robinson
- Daniel Slater
- Francesca Zambello

**ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR**
- Leah Hausman

**CHORUS MASTER**
- Michael Black

**CHILDREN’S CHORUS MASTER**
- Josephine Lee

**CHOREOGRAPHERS AND MOVEMENT DIRECTORS**
- Camille A. Brown
- Tim Claydon
- Eric Sean Fogel
- Andrew George
- Jay Staten

**BALLET MISTRESS**
- August Tye

**FIGHT CHOREOGRAPHER**
- Nick Sandys

---

The American Guild of Musical Artists, AFL-CIO (AGMA), is the union that represents the singers, dancers, actors, and staging personnel at Lyric Opera of Chicago.